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Abstract
This work introduces algorithms able to exploit contextual information in order to improve
maximum–likelihood (ML) parameter estimation in finite mixture models (FMM), demonstrat-
ing their benefits and properties in several scenarios. The proposed algorithms are derived in a
probabilistic framework with regard to situations where the regular FMM graphs can be extended
with context–related variables, respecting the standard expectation–maximization (EM) method-
ology and, thus, rendering explicit supervision completely redundant. We show that, by direct
application of the missing information principle, the compared algorithms’ learning behaviour
operates between the extremities of supervised and unsupervised learning, proportionally to the
information content of contextual assistance. Our simulation results demonstrate the superiority
of context–aware FMM training as compared to conventional unsupervised training in terms of
estimation precision, standard errors, convergence rates and classification accuracy or regression
fitness in various scenarios, while also highlighting important differences among the outlined situ-
ations. Finally, the improved classification outcome of contextually enhanced FMMs is showcased
in a brain–computer interface application scenario.
Keywords: context–awareness, semi-supervised learning, probabilistic labels, finite mixture
models, expectation–maximization, maximum–likelihood, parameter estimation, convergence rate
1. Introduction
The bulk of machine learning literature has historically focused on supervised learning, as a result of
the mathematical tractability and wide range of favorable estimation properties it enjoys (Bishop,
2006). Yet, the preventive (often, prohibitive) cost of retrieving labeled datasets in numerous ap-
plications has raised an increasing interest in unsupervised learning approaches (Duda et al., 2001).
The latter remains the sole theoretical tool at hand in practical scenarios, where the unavailability of
either reward signals or even a limited set of labeled instances renders both reinforcement (Sutton
and Barto, 1998) and semi-supervised learning methods (Chapelle et al., 2006) equally unsuitable.
Recent works have showcased that, even in this setting, there exist ways to improve the quality
of parameter estimation over conventional unsupervised techniques by exploiting additional, side-
information on the model parameters. Such information is typically injected into the optimization
problem in the form of assumed constraints or prior knowledge.
Along these lines, the present article formulates and studies algorithms that exploit contextual
information to improve maximum–likelihood (ML) parameter estimation in generative finite mix-
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ture models (FMM) (Bishop, 2006, chap. 9). More specifically, the proposed algorithms assume the
possibility to extend the probabilistic directed graph of FMMs with contextual random variables ci
whose prior, p(ci), and/or conditional distributions, p(zi|ci) or p(ci|zi)1, are known, thus providing
the additional information at the learner’s service. Context can be defined as any measurable entity
having a known dependency relationship to the latent label, yet, is not part of the learning problem’s
feature space but, rather, of its contextual environment. For instance, in a handwritten symbols
classification problem with image-based features, a language model (context) contains valuable in-
formation on a symbol’s identity, which cannot be efficiently represented directly into the feature
set.
The main motivation of this work is to derive algorithms able to learn “better” than their
common unsupervised equivalents, and as close as possible to the supervised ones, while always
respecting a strict restriction of non-explicit supervision (aka, absolutely no manual data label
collection of any kind). A second important motivation is to provide simple, and intuitive derivations
and formulations of such algorithms, in contrast to the majority of works in the relevant literature
of learning with side-information (Section 2). In order to achieve the latter goals, the algorithms
proposed here are limited to a specific framework yielding the following characteristics: Firstly,
standard maximum–likelihood estimation (MLE) by virtue of the expectation–maximization (EM)
method on extended FMMs. Since its formalization by Dempster et al. (1977), EM–MLE constitutes
the cornerstone of unsupervised learning for probabilistic models and by far the most popular and
understandable unsupervised method. Secondly, our algorithms are restricted to exploit probabilistic
representations of contextual, side-information, which is, additionally, internal to the model. The
(naturally, also probabilistic) model employed throughout this article is that of generative FMMs,
chosen for being very generic in itself, while also yielding a simple, minimal probabilistic graph. A
third motivation and novelty in our work is the provision of theoretical evidences explaining how
contextual information yields parameter estimation benefits.
Following the aforementioned motivations, the contributions of this work are threefold. First,
we introduce the analytic formulation of two contextually–enhanced EM-MLE algorithms for FMMs
within the framework outlined above2. We demonstrate their theoretically sound derivation and,
therefore, their non-heuristic, principled nature, while also highlighting important differences be-
tween them. Second, we present results on artificial datasets that confirm improvements in various
FMM scenarios in terms of parameter estimation precision, standard errors, convergence rates, as
well as how these translate into more accurate classification or regression quality. Our study also pro-
vides a comparative analysis of the proposed algorithms against each other and against the standard
supervised and unsupervised MLE algorithms. Additionally, an exemplary application demonstrates
the applicability and effectiveness of this approach to real–world problems. The third contribution
entails the in-depth study of the underlying mechanisms through which these algorithms improve
the common unsupervised problem. This is achieved, on one hand, by analyzing exemplary likeli-
hood landscapes; on the other hand, by employing Fisher information and the missing information
principle (Orchard and Woodbury, 1972), we prove the generalization of benefits to all types of
FMMs, as well as the fact that the inherent missing information is alleviated by the contextual
assistance proportionally to its information content. The proposed algorithms are thus shown to op-
erate at least somewhat better than the regular unsupervised EM–MLE FMM estimator for context
of non–zero entropy, and as good as the supervised estimator for rich context, for all the parameter
estimation metrics studied. Hence, although all relevant works regard the exploitation of some sort
of additional information for learning, this is the first time that information-theoretic insights are
offered to explain the positive effects of side–information.
In spite of the simplicity and intuitiveness of the proposed framework, to our best knowledge,
no in-depth study exists in the relevant literature. Yet, the outlined approach also suffers two main
limitations. First, being specific to probabilistic modeling of context embedded into the learned
1. Variable zi represents the latent class label of data sample xi.
2. Each algorithm is pertinent to one of the two possible types of dependency between ci and zi.
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model—unlike recently introduced methods for general, constraint-based unsupervised learning like
Posterior Regularization (PR) and Generalized Expectation Criteria (GEC)—it does not qualify as
an entirely generic method for improved unsupervised learning. Furthermore, it is not always the
case that for any given estimation problem context and its prerequisite statistics can be readily
available or easy to collect. Still, given the ability of FMMs to fit a large variety of problems in
itself, the intuitiveness of probabilistic modeling of context and the fact that exploitation of context
is increasingly addressed in many real–world situations, it can be claimed that a wide application
spectrum can benefit from the aforementioned algorithmic advantages.
The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the relevant litera-
ture and highlights its differences with the present work. Section 3 presents the proposed algorithms
and their derivations, the employed theoretical tools for analysis and the evaluation methodology.
Section 4 initially showcases the “modus operandi” of the proposed algorithms with theoretical re-
sults in specific examples and, subsequently, studies their parameter estimation properties in various
FMM problems, as well as their benefits in a selected application. Finally, Section 5 discusses the
proposed approach at the light of the extracted results.
2. Related work
Our work naturally falls under the semi-supervised learning framework in a broad sense (Chapelle
et al., 2006), as context exploitation is a weak type of supervision. However, our algorithms depart
from the classical semi-supervised literature and bootstrapping approaches (McCallum and Nigam,
1999; Dasgupta et al., 2002) in that absolutely no labeled data is required for parameter estimation.
Unlike what the intuitions about general usage of context might suggest, the presented approaches
are only loosely related to domain adaptation/transfer learning techniques (Pan and Yang, 2010),
as our goal is to improve learning within a single contextual environment rather than generalize
among two or more of those. Our algorithms are thus best categorized into the relatively new class
of unsupervised learning methods exploiting side–information.
A great deal of related literature addresses various cases of weak supervision that can emerge in
applications where, although some form of data labels is available, it does not fully comply with the
assumptions of regular supervised learning. In this broad category one could identify a number of
different situations. First, learning from partially or ambiguously labeled datasets, where each data
sample is associated to many possible labels only one of which is correct (Cour et al., 2011; Chen
et al., 2013), as well as multi-label, multi-annotator (crowd-sourcing) settings where all of the labels
could be valid, potentially with different and time-varying reliability (Tsoumakas et al., 2010; Sun
et al., 2010; Zhang and Obradovic, 2011; Audhkhasi and Narayanan, 2013; Lakshminarayanan and
Whye Teh, 2013). Liu and Wang (2012); Sellamanickam et al. (2012) study partial-label problems
where data labels are only missing for some of the classes. Multiple-instance or multi-view learning
methods, where each learning example contains a bag of samples instead of a single one are studied
by Foulds and Smyth (2011); Luo and Orabona (2010). Joulin and Bach (2012) propose a generic
method to handle most of the above problems. Nguyen et al. (2011) put forward a framework
exploiting additional information in the form of reliability indices of each data label. Similarly, Bou-
veyron and Girard (2009); Yasui et al. (2004); Urner et al. (2012) address cases with noisy or wrong
labels. All the aforementioned approaches solve specific situations of weak supervision that differ
from the setting discussed in our work, our main comparative advantage being that absolutely no
manual labeling of any type is required, since the derivation of probabilistic labels through context
in our scenarios is only implicit.
Another class of related problems are those where additional, side–information is provided in the
form of constraints. Most of the early work in this category has focused on known positive and/or
negative linkage between pairs or sets of samples (Basu et al., 2002; Shental et al., 2004; Georgi, 2009).
These approaches were still tied to specific types of side-information. Given the latter observation,
it is necessary to discuss methods that are able to cope with context-aware learning in its most wide
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sense, irrespectively of whether side–information comes in the form of constraints, weak labeling
or otherwise. Four main generic frameworks have been so far presented in the literature, differing
basically in the exact way of representing the additional information and the objective function (as
well as its optimization algorithm) adopted thereby to embed it into the learning problem.
Chang et al. (2007), later employed by Carlson et al. (2010), have proposed what the authors
have called constraint–driven learning (CODL), which penalizes constraint violations of a given
model by augmenting the objective function with a penalty term. This method has historically been
the first principled approach towards generic weak learning. Nevertheless, its formulation assumes
some labeled instances for model initialization, does not maintain uncertainty during learning, and
involves a fairly heuristic optimization algorithm with a lot of hyperparameters.
Liang et al. (2009) put forward a Bayesian approach by modeling side–information as so–called
“measurements”, defined as noisy expectations of constraint features. The employed objective func-
tion is optimized with a variational approximation assisted by further assumptions to induce math-
ematical tractability. This complex optimization procedure is the method’s main disadvantage. In a
series of articles, McCallum and colleagues have introduced Generalized Expectation Criteria (GEC),
where the additional information comes as linear constraints of a set of feature expectations forming
a standalone objective or augmenting the common likelihood objective with an extra term (Mann
and McCallum, 2010). A special case of GEC had been initially proposed as “expectation regu-
larization” (Mann and McCallum, 2007). Based on this method, several optimization procedures
have been presented and tested, including gradient descent (Druck et al., 2008) and variational ap-
proximation (Bellare et al., 2009). A special semi-supervised case of GEC has been independently
formulated by Quadrianto et al. (2009).
Using the very same modeling of constraints, Ganchev et al. (2010) have proposed the Posterior
Regularization (PR) framework, where constraints are imposed directly on the posterior distribu-
tions of latent models, giving rise to optimization algorithms akin to regular EM. The conceptual
intuitiveness of this formulation for constrained-driven learning has led to many applications of PR
presented thus far in the literature (Chen et al., 2011; He et al., 2013; Bryan and Mysore, 2013;
Yang and Cardie, 2014; Zhu et al., 2014). Ghosh et al. (2009) have independently proposed a PR
formulation specific to FMMs and constraints in the form of a–priori knowledge of mixing propor-
tions, thereby deriving a variant of the “scaled”–PR algorithm for this particular problem (Ganchev
et al., 2010, Appendix A). This work, despite sharing the same basic model of our algorithms, fails
to see the benefits of probabilistically embedding context into FMMs and the different algorithmic
possibilities generated thereby, while also resulting in a more complicated final objective.
In a brilliant analysis, Ganchev et al. (2010, Section 4) show that under certain approximations,
all four aforementioned frameworks are in fact equivalent. In comparison to our work, it can be said
that our algorithms trade-off a certain amount of genericity in favour of algorithmic simplicity and
intuitiveness. This comes as a result of the fact that these frameworks employ constraint features
that are external to the model, while in our cases context is embedded in the model itself. As a result,
PR and GEC exhibit higher flexibility in representing diverse types of constraints, at the expense
of more complicated optimization and modeling procedures. These claims are further substantiated
in Appendix B, where the PR-equivalents of our algorithms are discussed.
To better appreciate the contributions of this paper, it is essential to elaborate on these works
that are particularly similar to ours, either in the way of modeling context, or in the formulation
of the derived algorithms. Starting with the first aspect, the idea of augmenting a given model to
include context can be traced back to the “hierarchical shrinkage” method of McCallum and Nigam
(1999). Both application–related constraints and probabilistic context modeling identical to ours
are proposed by Kindermans et al. (2012a,b), who are additionally concerned with a brain-computer
interface (BCI) application similar to the one we test in Section 4.4. However, in this case the
authors focus on classification improvements rather than the estimation properties and analysis of the
learning algorithm they propose. Lastly, a number of articles addressing the aforementioned “weak
labeling” problems resort to probabilistic modeling of the additional labeling information (Cour
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et al., 2011; Lakshminarayanan and Whye Teh, 2013), however, as already argued, such methods
require explicit data labeling of some sort.
Moving to the second aspect concerning the formulation of the algorithm, two methods presented
in the literature, following completely different avenues, have produced the same formulation of one
of the algorithms proposed hereby, the one termed WCA (Weighted Context–Aware, Section 3.1).
Bouveyron and Girard (2009) arrive to this derivation in the context of weak learning with noisy la-
bels, where the extra weight expresses the probability of agreement between the potentially “noisy”
labels and the data information. On the other hand, in what is probably the most relevant work
to ours, Coˆme et al. (2009) derive the WCA algorithm assuming the existence of uncertain “soft”
labels through Dempster–Shafer basic belief assignments, while also studying the effects of increas-
ing contextual information as well as misspecified information. Our work is, first, more general
than those, since this formulation of the problem coincides with one of the cases we study hereby.
Second, our formulations are justified in a probabilistic setting, alternative to those employed in the
aforementioned works, while also not requiring manual labels of any type. Most importantly, our
scope is broader, since we provide theoretical insights on how the benefits of such frameworks can be
explained in the context of the missing information principle, and study more deeply the parameter
estimation and convergence rate properties.
3. Methods
In this section we describe the formulations and justify the derivations of the proposed algorithms
for context-aware learning through probabilistic graphical models, briefly present the theory around
the missing information principle and define the basic metrics and the methodolgy involved in our
simulation studies presented in Section 4.
3.1 Context–aware learning algorithms for FMMs
In order to gain a solid understanding of the proposed algorithms, the reader should recall (Bishop,
2006, chap. 9.2) that a conventional generative probabilistic FMM has the directed graph represen-
tation of Figure 1 (enclosed in dashed line), where xi ∈ X the observed independent and identically
distributed (iid) data samples of a dataset X with cardinality N (i ∈ [1, N ]), zi ∈ Z the latent data
representing the mixture3 generating sample xi having a 1–of–M representation
4, so that zij ∈ {0, 1},∑
j zij = 1 and M the finite number of mixtures/classes. The distribution of observed data x is
then:
p(x) =
∑
z
p(x, z) =
∑
z
p(z)p(x|z) =
M∑
j=1
pijfj(x,θj) (1)
where, pij = p(zj = 1) are the mixture coefficients with
∑M
j=1 pij = 1 and f(x,θ
′) = p(x|z,θ′) with f
belonging to some identifiable parametric family with parameters θ′. ML estimation proceeds with
maximizing the logarithm of the incomplete–data, marginal likelihood logL(θ|X) = log(∏Ni=1 p(xi)).
In supervised estimation, zi are instead observed (and referred to as the labels yi) resulting in the
marginal likelihood having (most often) a simple analytic solution. On the contrary, with latent zi,
this optimization is intractable. However, the iterative, two–step EM–MLE can be employed, where
instead of the marginal incomplete–data log–likelihood logL(θ|X), one first forms the expectation
(under the posterior distribution of latent variables p(z|x,θ)) of the complete–data log–likelihood
logLc(θ|X,Z) (E–step):
Q(θ, θˆk) = Eθˆk{logLc(θ|X,Z)} =
N,M∑
i,j
Eθˆk{zij}logpij +
N,M∑
i,j
Eθˆk{zij}log(fj(xi,θj)) (2)
3. The terms mixture, class and label will be used interchangeably hereafter.
4. Wherever notation is simplified, we adopt the alternative definition zi ∈ [1,M ] without warning.
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where θ = {pij ,θj},∀j corresponds to the overall parameters to be estimated and θˆk their current
estimate after k iterations of the algorithm; then, Q(θ, θˆk) is analytically maximized (M–step):
θˆk+1 = argmax
θ
{Q(θ, θˆk)} (3)
This conventional unsupervised EM–MLE algorithm (termed hereafter US ) is known to suffer cer-
tain limitations. More specifically, it tends to get stack in local maxima of the marginal likelihood
and, hence, is very sensitive to initialization of parameters θˆ0, often producing estimates that are
substantially different from those that would have been acquired in the supervised version of a given
learning problem. Furthermore, the algorithm’s convergence rate (number of iterations until conver-
gence) can be too slow for the requirements of certain applications, while also the standard errors
are compromised compared to supervised estimation (termed S in the remainder of the manuscript).
It is clear that these limitations should be related, on one hand, to the missing label information.
That is, since the nature of zi (observed vs latent) is the only difference between supervised and
unsupervised MLE of some FMM from a given dataset X. On the other hand, it is apparent that
US only benefits from information coming from the data X and the current parameter estimates
θˆk to retrieve knowledge on the latent data (bottom–up information), through computation of the
posterior distribution p(z|x, θˆk). It can be hence assumed that improvement of the aforementioned
estimation properties could arise by providing additional, independent from X, information on
the latent class labels zi. Unlike the approaches reviewed in Section 2, where such information is
(a) CA (b) WCA
Figure 1: Graphical representations of augmented (solid boxes) and regular (dashed boxes) mixture
models for a set of N independent and identically distributed (iid) data samples. Random
variables depicted in circles, transparent for latent variables, shaded for observed variables
and stripping for variables that can be observed or latent on occasion. Model parameters
are illustrated with squares. xi are the observed data samples, zi the latent class labels
and ci the contextual variables. Model (a) gives rise to CA–type of estimation and (b) to
WCA.
retrieved either through direct but “weak” labels, constraints on or expectations of external features,
our work studies the effects of additional information of probabilistic nature inherent to the model
itself. These two principles set the basis of the subsequent formulation of the proposed algorithms.
First, respecting a probabilistic approach, the additional information is modeled as random
variables ci
5. These are termed “contextual” variables since, from the application perspective and
as introduced in Section 1, they are related to measurable contextual entities of the estimation
5. Without loss of generality, the contextual random variables will be assumed hereafter to be univariate and discrete
in order to simplify the derivation of the algorithms.
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problem’s environment that cannot be conventionally included as features by augmenting xi. Second,
respecting the condition of the information being “internal” to the model, these variables are assumed
to have a known dependence relationship to the latent labels zi.
This modeling has three desirable consequences; to begin with, the resulting augmented FMM
models, shown in Figure 1, “encompass” the original FMM, thus leading to essentially the same
estimation problem (of parameters θ) of the regular US algorithm. This is a direct result of the fact
that the additional distributions involved in the augmented models, p(ci) and/or p(zi|ci), p(ci|zi)
are further assumed to be exactly known to the learner, and there is thus no additional parameters
related to them to be estimated. The latter is a basic assumption which accounts for the extra, top–
down information provided to the model compared to US. Albeit a strong one, it is equivalent to the
assumption of known expectations of constraint features employed by GEC and PR, or the existence
of weak labeling assumed by other methods. Furthermore, it complies with the intuition that one
needs to have some knowledge of the contextual environment in order to exploit it, for learning
or otherwise. Second, the augmented directed probabilistic graph representations imply that the
very same simple, well–known and understood EM–MLE estimator used for the non-augmented
graph and resulting in the US algorithm can be again employed. Third, the two possible types of
dependence between ci and zi give rise to two different augmented models (Figures 1a and b) and,
therefore, two similar but different EM–MLE algorithms that can be used.
Given the above probabilistic framework, the derivation of the novel context–aware EM–MLE
algorithms proceeds equivalently to the US case for the augmented graphical models. The ob-
jective function to be optimized is again the incomplete–data log–likelihood logL, corresponding
either to the marginal distribution p(X) or to p(X|C). Both these cases are derived from the joint
distribution of each augmented model, p(X,Z,C), after conventionally marginalizing out variables
Z. Additionally, the contextual variables C should be either also marginalized out or conditioned
upon, respectively. The intermediate objective, namely, the expected complete–data log–likelihood
Q(θ, θˆk) = Eθˆk{logLc(θ|X,Z)} is similarly derived by p(X,Z) with marginalized C or p(X,Z|C),
under the posteriors p(Z|X, θˆk) or p(Z|X,C, θˆk), respectively. Marginalizing C out is applied when
the contextual assistance needs not be observed, while conditioning is mandatory in the opposite
case. Table 1 summarizes the naming convention, E–step and logL formulation of each algorithm
considered here, while the analytical derivations of the algorithms along these lines are provided in
Appendix A. The issues that need special attention are elaborated in the following paragraphs.
First, in comparison to US, both context–aware algorithms we propose alter only slightly the
EM algorithm’s E–step, leaving the M–step unaffected, largely accounting for their ease–of–use and
intuitiveness. Furthermore, the context–related terms of the quantities in Table 1, representing
what has been called hereby the top–down information, can be isolated from the regular bottom–up
information to implicitly define sample-wise probabilistic labels pij with
∑M
j=1 pij = 1 (i.e., each pi
is a discrete probability distribution over the latent variables zi). Therefore, the entropy of these
labels represents a measure of the contextual information content individually for each sample xi
and, by averaging, for the overall estimation problem. Our work is thus the only one together with
Coˆme et al. (2009), highlighting that the additional side–information is measurable and can be used
to predict expected estimation benefits beforehand. The formulations of implicit probabilistic labels
through context for each algorithm are illustrated in Table 1.
The outlined methodology for context–aware learning results in two similar algorithms, each of
which is associated to one of the graphs in Figure 1, whose difference is the reversed dependency
between variables ci and zi. Dependency as in Figure 1a results in an E–step where, compared to
the regular US case, the implicit probabilistic labels replace priors pij in all the involved quantities:
logL, logLc and E–step. This algorithm is hereafter termed as CA (Context–Aware). On the
other hand, dependency as in Figure 1b leads to the WCA (Weighted Context–Aware) algorithm,
where the probabilistic labels appear as additional terms in the aforementioned quantities and act as
6. Latent context C.
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Table 1: Algorithms for maximum–likelihood estimation of FMMs. US : Regular unsupervised EM–
learning. CA: Context–aware EM–learning. WCA: Weighted context–aware EM–learning.
DCA: Direct context–aware learning. S : Regular supervised learning.
Algorithm pi E–step Eθˆ{zij} = . . . logL =
N∑
i=1
log(
M∑
j=1
(. . . ))
US None
pijfj(xi|θˆj)
M∑
m=1
pimfm(xi|θˆm)
pijfj(xi|θˆ)
CA

∑
ci
p(ci)p(zi|ci)6
p(zi|ci)
pijfj(xi|θˆj)
M∑
m=1
pimfm(xi|θˆm)
pijfj(xi|θˆ)
WCA p(ci|zi)p(ci)
pijpijfj(xi|θˆj)
M∑
m=1
pimpimfm(xi|θˆm)
pijpijfj(xi|θˆ)
DCA Custom pij pijfj(xi|θˆ)
S yi
{
1 , yi = j
0 , yi 6= j
pijfj(xi|θˆ)
“weights” of the conventional E–step of the US algorithm. Note that, as mentioned in Section 2, the
formulation of the WCA algorithm is identical to that proposed by Coˆme et al. (2009); Bouveyron
and Girard (2009), albeit thereby derived from different settings and requiring explicit labelers. It
is further worth to note that CA “supports” both observed and latent context C, with identical
formulation and slight modification in the definition of probabilistic labels pij , while the WCA
algorithm necessitates observed context, in what can be thought of as an important advantage
of the former algorithm. Further differences between the proposed algorithms are showcased in
Section 4.
Inspired by the implicit derivation of probabilistic labels through context, we are also considering
another algorithm termed DCA (Direct Context–Aware), where the posterior distribution is fully
defined by such probabilistic labels alone. Unlike US, which derives this distribution solely from
bottom–up information and algorithms CA and WCA, which fuse both bottom–up and top–down
information, DCA employs only the latter. As such, DCA maximizes directly the complete–data
likelihood logLc in a single iteration, just like the supervised ML estimator S. It only differs from
the latter in that, instead of crisp, certain labels yi, probabilistic labels pi are employed. From this
point of view, DCA can be thought of as a possibility for MLE of FMMs in the weak labeling setting
discussed in Section 2, albeit as it will be shown in Section 4 it suffers significant drawbacks.
The central idea behind the algorithms introduced in our study is evident in the E–steps of
Table 1. It is easy to see that, in the extreme case where the implicit probabilistic labels pi obtain
the lowest possible entropy (aka, maximum information content), both the pi-s and the overall E–
steps of all algorithms become identical to crisp labels yi of the regular supervised estimator S. In
this case, all algorithms will yield the same supervised MLE through the M–step, because of the
profound similarities of the expected complete–data log–likelihoods logLc in Equations 2, 22, 24. It
is hence reasonable to foresee that even uncertain contextual assistance, whose information content
is however greater than the minimum, will bias somewhat the MLE towards that of supervised
estimation. Obviously, the latter forms an upper bound of the overall information that can be
available in a given estimation problem. That being said, our context–aware algorithms are able to
bring forward these advantages without requiring any actual label collection, just like the regular
8
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unsupervised algorithm US ; the proposed algorithms are thus compromising and making the best
out of these two worlds.
Last but not least, since practically our algorithms only require mild modifications on the regular
US algorithm’s E–step, one might be tempted to consider them as simplistic heuristics. Yet, as
discussed above and shown in Appendix A, they are in fact direct consequences of the probabilistic
modeling and embedding of contextual information adopted here. This claim is solidly supported by
considering the fact that, what each algorithm is really modifying, are the initial and intermediate
objective functions maximized, logL and logLc, respectively (in a way that those depart from the
US objective and approach that of S). The modification of the E–step is only a natural consequence
of the latter, and thus not heuristic, while simplicity remains a clear advantage. The proof of
convergence for the CA algorithm is provided in Appendix A, following the standard reasoning
employed for the US algorithm. The equivalent proof along the same lines for WCA is skipped,
but can be found in Coˆme et al. (2009). Finally, Appendix B elaborates on the relation of the
proposed framework to that of Posterior Regularization (PR), showcasing that, despite seemingly
interchangeable, our own derivation maintains certain clear advantages over PR.
3.2 Information matrices and missing information principle
As already discussed in the previous subsection, intuition suggests that any parameter estimation
improvement brought forward by context–aware MLE should be attributed to the additional contex-
tual information at hand, compared to the conventional, unsupervised MLE. Nevertheless, in order
to shed further light on this fundamental issue, one has no better option but to rely on the Fisher
Information (Lehmann and Casella, 1998), the most formal and well-studied way of measuring the
amount of information involved in the estimation of the unknown parameters θ. Therefore, we set
out to study, for each algorithm considered here, approximations of the (expected) Fisher informa-
tion matrix I(θ) through its sampled-based version, the observed information matrix I(θ|X). The
latter measures the amount of information a sample X carries on the estimated parameters θ, where
I(θ) = Eθˆ[I(θ|X)] and I(θ|X) = −∂logL(θ)∂θ∂θT |θ=θˆML , the negative of the Hessian of the log-likelihood
objective function evaluated at the ML estimate.
Orchard and Woodbury (1972) proved that the observed information for missing–data problems
can be computed as the difference I(θ|X) = Ic(θ|X) − Im(θ|X). The first term is the conditional
expectation of the complete–data information matrix given the observed data, an estimate of the
available information if there were no missing data. The second term, called the missing information
matrix, is the expected information for θ based on the missing data Z when conditioned on observed
data X, representing the information lost due to missing data. This relation has been called the
missing information principle (MIP).
Both these matrices can be computed through complete–data quantities (so that their calculation
is tractable), as:
Ic(θ|X) = Eθˆ{−
∂2logLc
∂θ∂θT
}|θ=θˆML (4)
Im(θ|X) = covθˆ{Sc(X|θ)Sc(X|θ)T }|θ=θˆML (5)
where, Sc(X|θ) is the score (gradient vector) of the complete–data log-likelihood. The application
of the missing information principle on our algorithms, studied in conjunction with the measurable
amount of contextual information (entropy of the implicit probabilistic labels) becomes the instru-
ment to prove formally the ability of the proposed algorithms to alleviate the missing information
in unsupervised FMM estimation (Section 3.2 and Appendix C) for all types of FMMs. It should
be underlined that, although all literature presented in Section 2 is concerned with the problem of
exploiting side–information to improve unsupervised estimators, our work is the first to unveil and
explain the acquired estimation benefits using information–theoretic principles.
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Studying the Fisher information in our algorithms also proves to be advantageous for estimating
benefits in terms of additional estimation metrics, beyond estimation precision. More specifically,
the observed information allows for the computation of the variance–covariance matrix of the MLE,
as C = I−1(θ|X) and, hence, the standard errors of parameter estimation as SEi = 2
√
I−1i,i (θ|X) for
the ith parameter in vector θ. The standard errors associated to our algorithms for different amounts
of contextual information can be thus derived painlessly, without resorting to repeated sampling.
Furthermore, an index of the algorithms’ convergence rates can be derived and compared through
the matrices involved in the MIP, as follows: when EM converges to a local maximum, it has
been shown (Dempster et al., 1977) that the convergence rate r = limk→∞ ‖ θˆ
k+1−θˆk
θˆ
k−θˆk−1 ‖ is linear.
It further coincides with the spectral radius (λmax, where λi ∈ [0, 1),∀i, the eigenvalues) of the
“rate” matrix J , defined as J(θ) = I−1c (X|θ)Im(X|θ) and expressing the total fraction of missing
information (McLachlan and Krishnan, 2008). Convergence rate is therefore also related counter–
proportionally to the amount of missing information and, hence, expected to improve by our context–
aware algorithms. In Section 4 we use the definition r′ = 1 − r = 1 − λmax to measure the
theoretical rate of convergence. This definition complies with the intuition that 0 corresponds to a
non-converging algorithm and 1 to an algorithm that converges immediately, in a single iteration.
3.3 Evaluation metrics and simulation design
In Section 4 we perform a comparative analysis of the proposed algorithms, CA, WCA and DCA,
against the regular supervised and unsupervised estimators, S and US, respectively. The comparison
entails, first, artificially constructed datasets and, second, real–world data from a selected applica-
tion. For each considered scenario, our results are extracted for different amounts of contextual
information content. That is to stress the fact that, in our case, the “strength” of side–information
is measurable and, most importantly, the estimation benefits depend on it.
The estimation properties reported are estimation precision, standard errors and convergence
rate. Estimation precision is evaluated by means of the Euclidean distance between the estimated
parameter vector θˆ and the actual one θA, namely: D = ‖θˆ−θA‖. Concerning standard errors, we
employ the theoretical estimation of standard errors SEi derived through the information matrices
(see Section 3.2). For brevity, we report only the average of the standard errors of the estimated
parameters ASE = 1L
∑L
i=1 SEi (where L is the number of parameters estimated). Similarly, regard-
ing the convergence rate, the theoretical estimates of one minus the fraction of missing information,
r′ = 1 − r, is used. The classification performance of trained models is assessed through N-class
classification accuracy A = Nc/N , where Nc the number of correctly classified samples out of N total
samples across all classes. For problems with unbalanced number of samples per class, we employ
instead a “balanced” accuracy metric BA, which is simply the arithmetic mean of class–wise recalls,
which is more objective in this situation. Note that A and BA coincide for balanced problems.
Finally, for regression tasks, the mean square error (MSE) is reported.
As already motivated, we wish to test the performance of the presented algorithms at different
levels of contextual information content that might be available, which accounts for one of the
strengths of our work in comparison to the literature (only adopted by Coˆme et al. (2009)). The
implicit extraction of probabilistic labels pi for each sample xi through context offers the opportunity
to directly use the common entropy metric. Nevertheless, in order to uniformize our information
metric across problems with different number of mixtures/classes, conveniently bound it between
[0, 1] and comply with the intuition that low metric value corresponds to low information content,
we employ instead a scaled negentropy definition: NEi = 1 +
∑M
j=1 pij logM pij , NEi ∈ [0, 1]. This
metric evaluates the information of each probabilistic label individually; as an index for an overall
dataset, the average across all labels can be employed. It is easy to see thatNEi will assume its lowest
value, 0, irrespectively of the number of mixtures M , when pi is uniform, pij = 1/M,∀j ∈ [1,M ]; in
other words, when the contextual information does not cast a preference over some class, a situation
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which will be called “ignorant” context. Conversely, NEi will be 1 when pim = 1,m ∈ [1,M ] and
pij = 0,∀j 6= m, j ∈ [1,M ]; essentially, this is the case when context is “perfect”, fully revealing
the latent class label zi, since pi will be “crisp” and identical to explicit labels yi provided in the
supervised setting.
While in a real application the probabilistic labels pi are derived as shown in Table 1, for
the simulation studies on artificial datasets, pi-s are directly provided. A label pi for sample xi is
constructed randomly, so that its information content is exactlyNEi. For all but the “mixed” context
scenario (see below), all samples of a generated dataset X are assigned the same NE value (NEi =
NE,∀i), so that this value can reflect exactly the contextual information content of the overall
dataset for analysis purposes. Obviously, multiple probabilistic labels of the same NE exist. For
instance, both labels pi = [0.757 0.243] and pi = [0.243 0.757] correspond to NEi = 0.2 in a 2–class
problem, irrespectively of whether the ground-truth label is yi = [0 1] or yi = [1 0]. In all but the
“wrong” context scenario (see below), pi-s are constructed to cast greater confidence to the ground-
truth label yi (“correct” context). Formally, we impose that arg max{pi} = arg max{yi}, so that
context always “predicts” the correct true label with increasing confidence as NE increases. This
rule is only abandoned in the “wrong” context scenario, where the effects of misleading contextual
information are investigated. In this scenario, ki = arg max{pi} 6= arg max{yi}, ki ∈ [1,M ]∀i is
selected randomly out of the M − 1 remaining possibilities for a percentage of the generated pi-s.
In Appendix C, it is formally proved that the missing information principle applies for any type
of (identifiable) mixtures, number of mixtures, number of estimated parameters and irrespectively
of whether an FMM estimation problem is univariate or multivariate. Still, our simulation results
on artificial datasets show the estimation benefits (and their magnitude) in practice. Consequently,
a series of FMM estimation problems are solved for all examined algorithms keeping the statistics
of all aforementioned metrics for the following scenarios: (a) a mixture of two univariate normal
distributions, where variances are known and only the two class means are estimated, (b) a mixture
of two univariate normal distributions, where all existing parameters are estimated, (c) a mixture
of three univariate normal distributions, (d) a mixture of two multivariate (2–dimensional) normal
distributions, (e) a mixture of two univariate Maxwell–Boltzmann distributions and, finally, (f) a
mixture of two univariate, first order linear regressors. In all the above scenarios, unless otherwise
specified, all parameters θ are estimated.
Another three scenarios are considered for evaluating special situations related to the provided
contextual information or the problem’s structure. More specifically, two scenarios study the effects
of “mixed” and “wrong” context as already documented above, and a third one investigates the
performance of context–aware algorithms in situations with unbalanced number of samples per class
(“biased” scenario). All these scenarios employ a mixture of two univariate normal distributions,
where all existing parameters are estimated.
For each of the above scenarios, 1000 estimation problems are generated and solved for all
compared algorithms. Each problem r ∈ [1, 1000] is associated to a randomly generated dataset
Xr, Yr, P
NE
r of observed data, ground–truth labels and probabilistic labels, respectively. For the
proposed algorithms CA, WCA and DCA, each problem r is further solved for different contextual
information content NE ∈ [0 : 0.1 : 0.99] (generated as detailed above), so that our evaluation
encompasses the complete range of possible contextual information content. NE = 1 is not tested
as it has been already shown to yield the supervised estimator S for all the context–aware algorithms.
The cardinality N of each dataset is fixed in all cases to 100 times the number of parameters to be
estimated, a rule of thumb that is known to produce sufficient data for the regular US algorithm.
The ground–truth Yr is constructed to have balanced number of samples per class, with the exception
of the aforementioned “biased” scenario.
The observed data Xr are randomly generated from semi-randomly selected “actual” distribu-
tions. More specifically, all parameters in θAr but one, are drawn from a uniform distribution each,
whose boundaries are reported in Appendix D for each scenario. The remaining parameter is analyt-
ically computed so that a given problem r corresponds to a certain separability level SKLr between
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the involved mixtures, as quantified through Kullback–Leibler divergence. SKL is randomly se-
lected for each problem and mixture from another uniform distribution, whose boundaries impose
a range of very overlapping to very (but never completely) separable problems (see Appendix D).
Any effect of separability on parameter estimation thus vanishes by averaging the results across
the 1000 problems solved for each scenario. The initial parameter vector θˆ0 (common to all con-
ditions/algorithms tested for a particular problem) is drawn from a similar procedure, where the
Kullback–Leibler separability IKL between the actual and the initial jth mixture is again drawn
randomly from a uniform distribution (see Appendix D). This procedure maintains randomness in
initialization (the most common technique in the absence of any prior information), while also en-
suring that any illustrated effects on parameter estimation related to initialization can be ruled out,
by averaging across 1000 problems. Mixing coefficients pij are excluded from the above procedures.
For all but the “biased” scenario, their actual and initial values are set to piAj = pˆi
0
j = 1/M , resulting
in “balanced” estimation problems. Initial mixing coefficient distributions are also set to be uniform
in all scenarios, including the “biased” one, as per regular convention. All algorithms are left to
perform as many iterations t, as needed so that ‖θˆtr − θˆt−1r ‖ < 10−5. If this stopping criterion is
not reached after 300 iterations for some of the tested algorithms, estimation is stopped and θˆ300r is
used as the final estimate.
We finally report for each scenario the average and standard deviation of the defined estimation
metrics across all problems: estimation precision as D, average of standard errors ASE and conver-
gence rate r′. In addition to that, average and standard deviation of classification accuracy A on
the same scenarios are also illustrated (equivalently, MSE for the mixture of regressions scenario).
Accuracy is computed for each scenario, problem r and algorithm, by generating a second “testing”
dataset X ′r, Y
′
r (of equal cardinality to Xr) from the same “actual” FMM, which is classified using
the estimated parameters of each algorithm by means of the Maximum–A–Posteriori rule. For the
mixture–of–regressions scenario, the same evaluation methodology is applied to derive the MSE on
the testing set. Wilcoxon ranksum tests are used to demonstrate eventual statistically significant
differences of the proposed algorithms against US and S, as well as among each other for the same
NE levels. For all metrics, significance at a 99% (α = 0.01) confidence interval is extracted.
4. Results
In this section, we first provide theoretical insights on how the proposed context–aware algorithms
improve FMM parameter estimation and establish the applicability of the missing information prin-
ciple. We then present estimation precision, standard error, convergence rate and resulting accuracy
or Mean Square Error (MSE) results in various FMM parameter estimation scenarios as explained in
Section 3.3. Finally, classification results with the CA algorithm are presented in an online–learning
problem in brain–computer interaction.
4.1 Likelihood landscapes
In order to intuitively demonstrate the effects of the proposed algorithms, Figure 2a illustrates
the incomplete–data log–likelihoods logL(µ1) and the intermediate objectives maximized at the
first M–step (complete–data log–likelihood expectations plus the latent data entropy) Q(µ1, µˆ1
0) +
H(µˆ1
0, µˆ1
0) (see Appendix A) for a mixture of two univariate Gaussians problem, where only µ1
is estimated starting from µˆ1
0 = 2 and the rest of the parameters are fixed to pi1 = 0.1, µ2 =
1, s1 = 0.5, s2 = 3. Estimation is based on N = 100 samples randomly generated from the above
distribution using µ1 = 0 (true parameter value). The above artificial setting is selected because
it leads to multiple local maxima (when N is small) with a maximum close to the true parameter
value (which is not necessarily the global maximum), so that the effects of the proposed algorithms
can be clearly illustrated.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: (a) logL(µ1) (solid lines) and Q(µ1, µˆ1
0) + H(µˆ1
0, µˆ1
0) (at first EM iteration, dashed
lines) for various estimation algorithms as color–coded in the legend, in a mixture of two
univariate Gaussians model. CAE refers to algorithm CA with ignorant context and CA,
WCA and DCA are shown for contextual negentropy NE = 0.7. ML estimates after
convergence shown with ‘x’ and estimates after the first iteration in ‘o’. (b) Incomplete–
data log–likelihoods logL(µ1) in the same problem as in (a) for US (red solid) and various
contextual negentropy levels as shown in the legend for CA (blue) and WCA (green).
The first thing to note is that the intermediate objectives Q(µ1, µˆ1
0) +H(µˆ1
0, µˆ1
0) (the results
of the first E–step of each method), like EM theory dictates, are tangent to the respective complete–
data log–likelihoods logL(µ1) at the initial point µˆ1
0 = 2. They also have the same gradient as the
corresponding logL(µ1), and, thus, they form a lower bound of logL(µ1), which is maximized at
the first M–step to yield new estimates µˆ1
1 (circles ‘o’ in Figure 2a). Besides illustrating the sanity
of the methods in the EM setting, it is also shown that against initial intuition, context–aware
methods do not simply alter the E–step formulation; the latter is actually the result of forming a
new incomplete–data log–likelihood logL(θ), different from that of the “regular” US method, as
shown in Table 1.
The benefits of these methods (in case of “correct” context as in the example) come as a result of
the features of the contextually modified logL(θ). Besides a vertical translation that is unimportant
for parameter estimation, the modified log–likelihoods (here with NE = 0.7) tend to have a larger
maximum close to the supervised estimate (black ‘x’); hence, also closer to the true parameter
value. This maximum will thus also tend to be the global maximum, while the other local maxima
are suppressed. The magnitude of these effects increases with increasing contextual negentropy NE,
as shown in Figure 2b, where as NE → 1 (dotted lines) the problem reduces to supervised learning.
In our example, this suppression allows all context–aware methods to “escape”, in contrast to the
US method, the local maximum of US on the right side of the initial value and converge to the first
local maximum on the left side of the initial value (signified with ‘x’ of the respective color). Since
the latter is (naturally) much closer to the true parameter value, higher estimation precision and
less sensitivity to initialization (two points where US is known to perform poorly) are achieved.
It is straighforward to assume that this favourable distortion of contextually enhanced logL-s
(comparative to that of US ) should follow from the redistribution of the soft mixture assignments
for each sample achieved in favour of the “correct” mixture thanks to the probabilistic labels. This
hypothesis also explains the proportional dependence of effects on NE. This refined distribution of
confidence in the definitions of both logL and the E–step is thus the basic operational principle of
context–aware learning algorithms. The observed effects should generalize for any type of FMM, as
the confidence redistribution in the posteriors is independent of the number or type of mixtures.
The improvement of convergence rate and its dependence on contextual negentropy are also
implied in the example, since the estimates µˆ1
1 for CA (blue ‘o’) and WCA (green ‘o’) are much closer
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to their final MLE than for US (red) or CAE (CA with ignorant context, magenta), already after the
first iteration. This fact is further substantiated in the next subsection. It is also interesting to note
that algorithm DCA, though it still yields a better estimate than US (at least with the initialization
µˆ1
0 = 2 selected for this example), results in a larger bias than the other context–aware algorithms,
suggesting that discarding bottom-up information is suboptimal. Finally, in the case of ignorant
context (NE = 0), WCA (solid green line, Figure 2b) reduces to a translated version of US (red),
while CA (blue) already “boosts” the favorable maximum. Hence, as will be also verified later, in
the “ignorant” context case, WCA is identical to US (what can be also analytically shown by the
E–step definitions in Table 1), while CA can already yield some improvement over US.
4.2 Missing information principle, standard errors and convergence rate
The application of the missing information principle (MIP) on algorithms CA, WCA and US is
demonstrated in a mixture of two univariate Gaussians problem with pi1 = 0.6, µ1 = 0, µ2 = 1, s1 =
1, s2 = 2, where standard deviations are fixed and pi1, µ1, µ2 are estimated from initial guesses
pi1
0 = 0.5, µˆ1
0 = 0.49, µˆ2
0 = 0.51. For increasing values of contextual negentropy NE, we perform
100 repetitions randomly generating N = 104 samples from the above distribution and estimate
the standard errors of parameters pi1, µ1, µ2 and the algorithms’ convergence rate, as theoretically
predicted by means of estimating the corresponding information and rate matrices for each algorithm
(see Section 3.2). For a certain contextual negentropy value, a final standard error for each parameter
and a convergence rate value is derived by averaging across the 100 repetitions.
The analysis of the MIP for the proposed algorithms is necessary for a number of reasons.
First, for algorithms investing in additional, side–information, it is essential to explain the acquired
benefits from an information-theoretic perspective. That is, so that a theoretical link between
the additional information and the one finally provided for parameter estimation (i.e., the observed
information matrix I) can be established. Surprisingly, despite broad relevant literature on the topic,
our work is the first to provide such a result. Second, as outlined in Section 3.2, the MIP provides
the tools to directly assess important (but, so far, largely overlooked) estimation properties, like
standard errors and convergence rate. Even for metrics like estimation precision (what also affects
subsequent classification accuracy and/or regression quality), towards which a direct link with the
available information cannot be establihsed (that is why, in the previous subsection, we opt for
an explanation of effects based on likelihood landscapes), the MIP offers an indirect explanatory
mechanism. Third, the MIP allows to explicitly show that the available information in context–
aware MLE will be bounded between the information available in the supervised and unsupervised
versions of a given estimation problem; hence, prospective users of the proposed algorithms can
be aware of the best– and worse–case scenarios that can occur. Related to that, it is shown that
manipulating the availabe information through context is not fully defined by the formulation of the
algorithms per se, but also proportionally dependent to the information content of side–information.
Last but not least, the MIP highlights important differences between the proposed algorithms.
These points are elaborated below, using the aforementioned example. It should be noted that
this exemplary problem is randomly selected among infinite possibilities for illustrating the concept
and effects of the MIP. The analysis in Appendix C and the results across 1000 problems in different
scenarios in Section 4.3 show that the effects found here are generalizable to all FMM estimation
problems.
For one repetition of the aforementioned problem, Figures 3a (for WCA) and 3b (for CA) show
that matrices Ic (first row) remain unaffected by increasing contextual assistance. That is reason-
able, since the complete–data information Ic = I
S (an estimate of the information available in the
supervised setting) should be independent of any additional information. Additional information on
the data labels is irrelevant to the complete–data statistics, which assume labels to be known. On
the contrary, the magnitudes of the elements of the missing information matrix Im (second row),
which for NE = 0 obtains its maximum IMAXm = I
US
m (when no additonal information on missing
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labels exists), are reduced with increasing contextual negentropy. They eventually vanish into the 0
matrix as NE → 1 (IMINm = ISm = 0, since data labels are known or fully revealed by context, and
there is no missing information associated to them). Consequently, the fractions of missing infor-
mation (rate matrix J = I−1c ∗ Im, third row) also vanish, along with its spectral radius, expressing
the total fraction of missing information.
Overall, as motivated, the missing label information in context–aware EM learning is shown to
be eliminated to a certain degree, proportionally to the information content of the additional side–
information. The finally available information in these algorithms, as encoded in the information
matrices I = Ic − Im (MIP definition), will consequently be bounded: Above, by IMAX = IMAXc −
IMINm = I
S
c − 0 = IS (identical to the supervised MLE) and below by, IMIN = IMINc − IMAXm =
ISc − IUSm = IUS (identical to the unsupervised MLE)7.
(a) (b)
WCA CA
μ1
μ2
π1
μ1
μ2
μ1 μ2 π1 μ1 μ2
+1
-1
 0
Figure 3: Information matrices Ic, Im and rate matrix J = I
−1
c ∗ Im with increasing contextual
negentropy NE in a mixture of two univariate Gaussians estimation problem (see text),
for (a) WCA and (b) CA. All matrix values normalized to [−1, 1] by dividing with the
respective absolute value of the US algorithm.
The analytic dependences of standard errors on the information matrix I and of convergence rate
on the rate matrix J (Section 3.2), imply that the same trends found for the available information
should be carried onto these metrics (improvement proportional to NE, bounding within the cor-
repsonding S and US “extremities”). Figure 4a illustrates the average predicted standard errors of
estimates pi1 (♦), µˆ1 (O) and µˆ2 () as well as their sum (◦) with increasing contextual negentropy
NE for US (red), CA (blue) and WCA (green). Indeed, it is illustrated that standard errors of all
parameters (see below for exceptions), as well as their sum, decrease with increasing negentropy for
both algorithms that employ contextual assistance. They further converge towards a parameter–
specific limit at NE = 1 (which can be shown to be the standard errors of S ). Converesely, they
remain stable for US across all NE levels. Similarly, Figure 4b shows that in the same problem, the
convergence rate r′ of CA (blue) and WCA (green) is improved with increasing contextual negen-
tropy to reach immediate convergence (r′ = 1, single iteration just like the supervised algorithm) in
the case of context fully revealing the missing labels (NE = 1).
Another important result regards a notable difference between CA and WCA: As shown in
Figure 4, standard errors and convergence rates of CA demonstrate a superiority over WCA, starting
from a more favorable point at NE = 0 and remaining better than the WCA equivalents for
the largest part of NE spectrum, until, as discussed, both algorithms converge to the supervised
equivalents at NE → 1. CA is, hence, seemingly violating the previously extracted result of being
strictly lower–bounded by US (by yielding a higher, more favourable lower bound).
7. It is intuitive and easy to show by means of the definitions of all the involved information matrices that IMAXc =
IMINc = I
S , IMAXm = I
US
m and I
MIN
m = I
S
m = 0.
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Figure 4: (a) Average predicted standard errors of pi1 (♦), µˆ1 (O) and µˆ2 () and their sum (◦)
with increasing contextual negentropy NE in 100 repetitions of a mixture of two univariate
Gaussians estimation problem. Different algorithms color–coded in the legend. (b) Av-
erage predicted convergence rates and their standard deviations for the three algorithms
(color–coded in the legend) in the same estimation problem.
The explanation of this effect can be found in the form of the complete–data log–likelihoods
(Equations 21–25 in Appendix A) and the E–step formulations (Table 1). While the structure of
the information matrices is identical between WCA and US for the same parameter estimation
problem, the structure of the matrices for CA are reduced by removing the rows and columns
corresponding to the mixing coefficients pij ,∀j (Figure 3b, row and column for pi1 are deleted). This
comes from the definitions of I, Ic, Im on the complete–data log–likelihoods of CA, where mixing
coefficients are missing. Essentially, in CA, as betrayed by the corresponding graph (Figure 1a),
the data priors (mixing coefficients) are not data-dependent, but fully determined by context/side–
information through the probabilistic labels8. The overall fraction of missing information is thus
reduced “de facto” for CA compared to US and WCA (for the same NE), as a result of removing
the missing information related to the mixing coefficients. It should be underlined that the total
fraction of missing information (the spectral radius of the rate matrix J) in some estimation problem
will always reduce by fixing (i.e., removing from the estimation problem) one or more parameters.
Consequently, the favourable lower bound of CA at NE = 0 (“ignorant” context) still corresponds
to that acquired by the US algorithm, however, in the “reduced” version of the estimation problem.
Another interesting result regards the fact that, exceptionally, the standard errors of parameter
µ1 (Figure 4a), unlike for the rest of the individual parameters and for their sum, do not demonstrate
the aforementioned superiority of CA over WCA. Such exceptions can occur because the missing
information is not necessarily distributed uniformly across the estimated parameters, or even iden-
tically among the different algorithms. However, their sum (the trace of the variance–covariance
matrix) only depends on the overall fraction of missing information. The latter is shown to reduce
with increasing NE and be smaller for the same NE level for CA, compared to WCA. Similarly,
since the global and componentwise rates of convergence only depend on the total fraction of missing
information9, too, the rate of convergence of CA is guaranteed to be higher than that of US and
WCA for a given NE, as long as the mixing coefficients are included in the estimation problem.
8. Mixing coeffecients pij can still be computed in the CA case independently. The regular estimator pij =∑N
i=1 Eθˆ{zij}/N can be shown to be biased even for the case of “correct” context. We will hereafter employ
an alternative estimator as pij =
1
N
∑
i p
′
ij , where p
′
ij = 1 if j = argmaxk{pik} and 0 otherwise. The latter is
unbiased and accounts for the same standard errors of mixing coefficients as for S (for “correct” context).
9. This is true except for rare cases, where different components/parameters can converge at different rates, see
Meng and Rubin (1994).
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4.3 Results on scenarios with artificial data
In Appendix C, it is formally shown that the conclusions of the previous section will generalize to
arbitrary FMM cases. We experimentally verify the existence, magnitude, comparative statistical
significance and particularities of the benefits expected by the analysis in Sections 4.1– 4.2, in several
scenarios, employing the metrics and validation methodology described in Section 3.3. In parallel to
these metrics, we also report the number of problems (out of 1000 problems solved for each scenario)
that did not converge10.
4.3.1 Estimation scenarios with “correct” context
The first set of artificial data simulations is meant to compare the performances of the proposed
algorithms among each other and against S and US in terms of the variables of interest motivated
above, on six scenarios that differ on the types and numbers of mixtures employed, the number of
estimated parameters, the dimension of the input space and the utility of the FMM (classification
versus regression).
Figure 5 reports the estimation precision as Euclidean distance D (see Section 3.3) between the
actual FMM parameters and the ones estimated by each algorithm included in our comparative
analysis. Note that the lower the value of this metric, the higher the estimation precision is. Firstly,
as expected, statistically significant difference is showcased between S and US in all scenarios. As
predicted, CA and WCA are able to increase estimation precision proportionally to the contextual
information at hand (NE level), within the upper and lower bounds defined by S and US. The lower
bound for CA is higher, corresponding again to the level acquired by the “reduced” US problem
(with known mixing coefficients). It is extremely interesting that, although these results could
only be exactly theoretically predicted for standard errors and convergence rates (Section 4.2), it
is evident that the alleviation of missing information has the exact same impact on estimation
precision, through the favourable distortion of the likelihood landscapes denoted in Section 4.1.
While the exact magnitude of these effects is scenario-dependent, CA and WCA are statistically
significantly (red asterisks) superior to US at the lowest tested level of non-ignorant context tested
(NE = 0.1). For CA, this holds already for ignorant context. The only exception is the first scenario,
where, since the mixing coefficient is not estimated but considered known, the relevant information is
not missing either for the WCA algorithms. While, as noted, all context–aware algorithms converge
towards the S levels for increasing NE, the difference becomes insignificant at best for NE = 0.6
or above (yet, the magnitude of differences from S tends to be much smaller than the equivalent
difference from US ). The superiority in terms of estimation precision of CA in comparison to WCA
is not only true for ignorant context, but extends to all NE levels and scenarios (apart from, again,
the first one) and tends to be significant (blue asterisks) for the first few NE levels.
DCA, despite also improving proportionally toNE and converging towards the limit of supervised
learning S for NE →1, significantly (for most of the NE spectrum) underperforms for low levels of
contextual assistance, even compared to US. This result suggests that discarding bottom–up infor-
mation completely is sub-optimal. This simple algorithm (which has the advantage of converging in
a single iteration and demonstrating the same standard errors of S ) should be thus only employed
when one enjoys contextual assistance of very high information content. The only exception is the
mixture of regressions scenario (Figure 5f), where, while DCA still underperforms compared to the
other context–aware algorithms, it outperforms US already for ignorant context. This effect is due
to the fact that no minimum “separability” requirement between mixtures has been enforced in this
scenario (see Appendix D), as it is fairly unintuitive to define a separability index between regression
10. Exceptions to the convergence of an EM algorithm to a local maximum occur when the spectral radius of J
exceeds unity, implying the existence of a ridge in the incomplete–data log–likelihood. In this case, standard error
estimates and convergence rates predicted through the evaluation of information matrices will not coincide with
the measured values. In a problem converging to a local maximum, all eigenvalues of J lie in [0, 1] if Ic is positive
semi–definite or [0, 1) if Ic is positive definite, see McLachlan and Krishnan (2008).
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Figure 5: Averages and standard deviations of estimation precision D across 1000 problems for sce-
narios: (a) Mixture of two univariate normal distributions (only means µ1, µ2 estimated).
(b) Mixture of two univariate normal distributions. (c) Mixture of three univariate normal
distributions. (d) Mixture of two multivariate (2D) normal distributions. (e) Mixture of
two Maxwell–Boltzmann distributions. (f) Mixture of two univariate, first-order linear
regressors. Different algorithms colour-coded in the legend. Context–aware algorithms for
different NE ∈ [0 : 0.1 : 0.99] levels shown in shades of the respective algorithm’s color.
On top of each bar, the number of problems that did not converge are shown. Coloured
asterisks on top of each bar denote statistically significant difference across 1000 problems
(α = 0.01, Wilcoxon ranksum test), between the respective algorithm and: US in red, S
in black, the equivalent NE level of WCA in blue (for CA algorithms only), the equivalent
NE level of DCA in magenta (for CA algorithms only) and the equivalent NE level of
DCA in green (for WCA algorithms only). The horizontal lines illustrate the level of US
(red) and S (black). The right y-axis of (c) corresponds to DCA.
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models. The lower the NE, the more the estimates of DCA for all mixtures can be shown to be
biased towards the mixture-wise average of the true parameter values. These are incidentally close
to the true values for low separability problems, what biases the estimation precision results of DCA
in this scenario.
Context–awareness is also shown to substantially reduce the number of problems that could not
converge with regular unsupervised learning US, a desirable effect which is again proportional to
NE, and where CA once more outperforms WCA. Closer inspection of non-converged problems
reveals that in the vast majority of cases, non-convergence is attributed to the irregularity of the
log–likelihood functions rather than any insufficiancy of the executed iterations. Hence, it can be
said that context–awareness is able to turn irregular problems into regular ones, already at very low
NE levels.
Figures 6-7 show the average (across converged problems) convergence rate r′ and the equivalent
average of “standard error average” (across parameters) ASE, respectively, for the same scenarios.
Note that we avoid showing average r′ for S and DCA, as it is always 1 (non-iterative algorithms),
as well as the average ASE for DCA, as it is the same of S. These figures fully verify that the results
of the example in Section 4.2 (benefits proportional to NE and bounded by US and S, superiority
of CA over WCA) indeed generalize to arbitrary FMM cases, and the proofs in Appendix C are
experimentally substantiated. Significance is observed throughout the NE spectrum for r′ and for
at least the first few NE values for ASE.
While improvements in estimation precision are valuable per se in a variety of applications, espe-
cially wherever FMMs are employed for modeling and/or data generation purposes, it is true that,
most commonly, such models are trained with the final goal of performing classification/regression
tasks. It is reasonable to assume that improved estimation precision and reduced standard errors
of estimation should have an impact on subsequent classification and regression. We therefore addi-
tionally study classification accuracy A (%) for all the above scenarios and MSE (for the mixture of
regressions scenario), extracted by applying the trained models on a separate testing set, as described
in Section 3.3.
Figure 8 illustrates that, on average, the impact of supervision (aka, missing information) on
classification is important, since the supervised estimator, S, outperforms the unsupervised one, US,
in all considered scenarios, the differences being statistically significant in all cases but the mixture of
two Maxwell–Boltzmann distributions scenarios (Figure 8e). Still, in this case, an average difference
of 5% in testing accuracy is derived across all problems solved. WCA for ignorant context performs
identically to US, a direct consequence of the fact that these two algorithms are in fact identical and
yield the same estimation precision. The derived superiority of CA for ignorant context in terms of
estimation precision survives also in terms of A and MSE (with the already discussed exception of
the first scenario, (a)). It is, however, statistically significantly better than US only for scenarios (b)
and (f), while only insignificantly worse than S for scenario (e). The most interesting effect is that,
although context–aware algorithms CA, WCA still operate within the boundaries defined by S and
US, much of the proportional relation to NE, evident in all metrics examined before, seems to vanish.
Both algorithms perform very close to the supervised estimator already at NE = 0.1, with the
exception of scenarios (a) and (e). As a result, apart from the latter scenarios, the superiority of CA
over WCA is less evident (and not significant) in terms of classification/regression outcome. In any
case, this can only be regarded as a positive effect, since large improvements, insignificantly different
from supervised estimation S are brought forward (even for low NE levels) for both algorithms.
On the contrary, proportionality between NE and A/MSE is more evident for the DCA al-
gorithm. Quite surprisingly, the compromised estimation precision of this algorithm for low NE
does not translate into particularly poor classification/regression performance (except for ignorant
context, where nearly chance-level classification is derived); in all cases, A and MSE are better than
US even for low NE values. Still, algorithms CA and WCA outperform DCA significantly for low
ranges of contextual assistance.
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Figure 6: Average and standard deviations of convergence rate r′ across all converged problems for
all scenarios. All illustrations follow the same conventions of Figure 5.
4.3.2 Estimation scenario with “mixed” contextual information
Having demonstrated the generalization of context–aware algorithms’ behavior in different FMM
estimation scenarios, we limit our subsequent simulation studies (of various situations beyond “cor-
rect” context with uniform NE) to a single scenario, involving mixtures of two univariate normal
distributions. To begin with, the probabilistic label definitions in Table 1 already imply that, in real
applications, it is highly unlikely that all labels will exhibit the same information content NE, or
even that the latter will approach NE = 1 (that would virtually correspond to an automatic label
annotator). We therefore initially study the case of “mixed” and low context in the aforementioned
scenario, where the information content of each probabilistic label is drawn randomly from a uniform
distribution NEi ∈ [0, 0.5].
Figure 9 illustrates the average values of the four metrics of interest in this situation, across
1000 problems. Comparing Figure 9a to Figure 5b corresponding to the same scenario, the average
estimation precision D for US and S is not altered, as expected, since these methods are context–
independent. Similarly, CA remains slightly (but statistically significantly) superior to WCA, while
both algorithms by far (and significantly) outperform DCA. It is worth to underline that, in this
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Figure 7: Average and standard deviations of average (across parameters) standard error ASE
across all converged problems for all scenarios. All illustrations follow the same con-
ventions of Figure 5.
case DCA remains at least superior to US (but not significantly). All algorithms remain significantly
inferior to supervised learning S, yet, much closer to it than to US. It is also worth to note that
the extracted estimation precision level for context–aware algorithms is very close to the average
of NE levels 0-0.5 derived in the same scenario with “pure” context (Figure 5b). Essentially, it is
shown that the latter type of simple simulations can be useful to predict benefits even in the case of
“mixed” context, by performing a simulation using the average NE level one expects to retrieve in
a specific application scenario. Additionally, both CA and WCA are shown to be able to cope with
all 100 problems that did not converge in the US case.
Regarding convergence rate r′ and average standard errors ASE, the same behaviour persists: the
relative performances among algorithms are not altered by the situation of “mixed” context. Yet, the
magnitude of effects tends to converge towards the one that would be obtained in a “pure” simulation,
with a NE level corresponding to the average NE of labels in the “mixed” scenario. Finally,
regarding classification accuracy, this “mixed” and low context situation already allows algorithms
CA and WCA to operate equivalently to S and thus significantly better than US (DCA is slightly and
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Figure 8: Average and standard deviations of testing set classification accuracy (%) A (a-e) and
Mean Square Error (MSE) of regression (f) across 1000 problems for all scenarios. All
illustrations follow the same conventions of Figure 5.
non-significantly inferior). This is an impressive outcome, revealing that large application–related
benefits can be acquired without a requirement of very strong contextual assistance.
4.3.3 Estimation scenario with “wrong” context
Besides situations with “mixed” context, the definition of probabilistic labels in Table 1 provides
additionally no guarantee that, in a real application, such labels will comply with the assumptions
we have hereby termed “correct” context (Section 3.3) and applied so far. Hence, we evaluate
next (in the same scenario of two mixtures of univariate normal distributions) nine different sets of
1000 problems each, modifying the percentage of “wrong” probabilistic labels (i.e., labels where the
distribution of confidence across classes is not in agreement with the ground truth label) from 10%
to 90% with a step of 10%. Figure 10 provides a concise color–coded illustration of the averages of
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Figure 9: Average estimation precision D (a), convergence rate r′ (b), average (across parameters)
standard error ASE (c) and classification accuracy A% (d) across 1000 problems of a
single scenario with “mixed” context. All illustrations follow the same conventions of
Figure 5.
a b
Figure 10: Average estimation precision D (a), and classification accuracy A% (b) across 1000 prob-
lems of a “wrong” context scenario, solved for various percentages of wrong probabilistic
labels (y-axis), and colour–coded as shown in the respective colourbars. Different algo-
rithms and NE levels on the x-axis. All other illustrations follow the same conventions
of the previous figures.
estimation precision D and classification accuracy A for all algorithms (columns) and intensity of
“wrong” context (rows)11.
Figure 10a shows that, for percentages of erroneous contextual assistance at 60% and above, all
context–aware algorithms perform significantly worse than US (naturally also S ) concerning estima-
11. To keep these illustrations concise, the information of standard deviation of each metric across the 1000 problems
is not depicted in these maps.
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tion precision. That, of course, excludes the ignorant context algorithms for CA (improved compared
to US ) and WCA (identical to US ), since for ignorant context (uniform probabilistic labels), there
can be no distinction between “correct” and “wrong” context. This result (also leading to “inverted”
classification accuracy for all context–aware algorithms in Figure 10b) verifies experimentally that
it is nonsensical to employ side–information that is by majority inaccurate.
For erroneous labels at 50% and below, context–aware algorithms yield significant improvemens
over US throughout the NE spectrum. However, CA and WCA exhibit deteriorating precision
for increasing NE > 0 (and the same percentage of “wrong” labels). Albeit initially counter–
intuitive, this effect has a reasonable explanation. The more “confident” (high NE) the inaccurate
probabilistic labels are, the more harmful they will be. Consequently, for 50% “wrong” labels,
context–aware algorithms still underperform against US throughout the NE spectrum. However,
for percentages of “wrong” labels at 40%, there already exists some NE value below (and not above!)
which, context–aware algorithms significantly outperform US. These information content levels are
NE = 0.5 at 40% “wrong” context for both CA and WCA, and NE = 0 for lower percentages of
“wrong” context (with, as said, decreasing magnitude of improvement as NE increases). Both CA
andWCA are thus shown to achieve improved estimation precision over completely unsupervised
learning already at 40% of “wrong” context for low NE and to be completely superior for all NE
levels at “wrong” context below 30%. Despite significant superiority to US, these improvements are
naturally of lesser magnitude compared to the “correct” context scenario in Figure 5b. DCA is the
only algorithm that maintains the same behavior of “correct” context, where improvements are still
proportional (and not inverse proportional) to NE. Yet, these improvements only become superior
to US for high contextual information NE and small percentages of “wrong” context, while also
being significantly inferior to the equivalent improvements of both CA and WCA.
Convergence rates r′ and average standard errors ASE (illustrations not shown for brevity)
are not particularly affected by “wrong” context, demonstrating similar effects to the “correct”
context scenario. The only interesting finding regards the fact that, the magnitude of improvements
on convergence rate, depends on the intensity of “wrong” context, for both CA and WCA. The
improvements are found to be greater for percentages of “wrong” probabilistic labels approaching
50%. A theoretical justification of the effects of “wrong” context on these metrics through the MIP
cannot be easily established at this point. Yet, this is an interesting topic for future work.
Classification accuracy A (%) in Figure 10b is shown to follow exactly the aforementioned effects
in estimation precision, as well as the same attenuation of the dependence to NE already concluded
for “correct” context in Section 4.3.1 and Figure 8b. As a result, for problems where the majority
of labels are wrong, A is below chance level and, in fact, “opposite” to the performance of S. This
is obviously the effect of a class–inversion that occurs in the 2–class problem of our scenario, when
the majority of labels point towards the opposite class. At 50% “wrong” context, A is shown to be
on average around chance level. Symmetrically, even for large (but, still, minority) percentage of
“wrong” probabilistic labels, the accuracy is very close to that achieved with supervised learning S
for all context–aware algorithms, even DCA. CA cannot outperform WCA apart from the known
ignorant context case, yet, both these algorithms significantly outperform DCA for low NE.
Concluding, the existence of a minority amount of “wrong” probabilistic labels among the ones
that one can retrieve in a real–world problem, is by no means detrimental to the application of
context–aware algorithms. That holds even when the percentage of “wrong” labels approaches 50%.
In this case, one should be aware that low information content of labels around NE = 0.6 actually
yields superior results to “strong” contextual assistance. This is an overall advantageous effect, given
that in real applications, one is more likely to be able to retrieve context of low information content.
Still, improvements in the presence of “wrong” context are lesser than those acquired in the ideal,
“correct” context situation.
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Figure 11: Average estimation class–bias B across 1000 problems of a “biased” scenario, solved for
various values of mixing coefficient pi1 (y-axis). All other illustrations follow the same
convention of the previous figure.
4.3.4 Estimation scenario with unbalanced number of samples per class
Returning to situations with “correct” context, the simulation results presented in Section 4.3.1
only concerned “balanced” problems, i.e., problems where the same number of training samples is
provided for all classes. In unbalanced problems that can frequently occur in practice, estimation
precision is known to be superior for the dominating class(es), an effect attributed to the fact that
the missing information for this class(es) is comparatively reduced. Since, context–awareness is
shown to have a direct impact on the amount of missing information, it is reasonable to imagine
that it could have a beneficial effect in coping with such class-biasing phenomena. We evaluate the
impact of the proposed context–aware algorithms in such situations (and in the same scenario of
mixtures of two univariate normal distributions) running 9 sets of 1000 problems, manipulating for
each set the actual mixing coefficient pi1 within [0.1, 0.9] (and, thus, also the percentage of training
samples belonging to the first class) with a step of 0.1.
As expected, in terms of depedence on NE and type of algorithm, the average values of all met-
rics studied here ((BA instead of A has been used for classification performance in this situation, as
justified in Section 3.3), across 1000 problems and for each pi1 value imposed, demonstrate identical
trends to the equivalent “correct” context scenario studied in Section 4.3.1 (Figures 5b-8b). The
correpsonding illustrations are ommitted in the interest of the manuscript’s economy. Comparisons
across different pi1 values (“bias” levels), however, show that class–bias does indeed have a detrimen-
tal effect on all these metrics for the US algorithm (considerably also on the number of converging
problems), which are more obvious regarding estimation precision and convergence rate. Supervised
learning S is also naturally affected, but to a lesser extent. Context–aware algorithms can be shown
to significantly alleviate the negative impact of class–bias for all metrics tested. The benefits are
proportional to the NE level of contextual assistance and larger in magnitude the higher class–bias
levels are.
In order to make the impact of context–awareness on class–bias alleviation clearer, Figure 11a
illustrates an average estimation bias metric B, as the difference in estimation precision (quantified,
again, with metric D) between the parameters of each mixture individually (B = D1−D2). Shades
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of blue and red denote superior estimation precision in favor of the first or second class, respectively,
as color–coded in the corresponding colorbar. The first column verifies that in regular unsupervised
learning, US, the unbalanced number of samples will indeed favor the estimation precision of the
dominating class’ parameters, an effect augmenting in magnitude proportionally to the absolute
difference (bias level) ‖pi1 − 0.5‖. All context–aware algorithms are shown to be able to remove
the biasing effect for all bias levels tested, up to the upper bound defined by supervised learning S.
CA achieves remarkable results already for low NE levels, being far (and statistically significantly)
superior to WCA, while, once again, both these algorithms significantly outperform DCA. Conclud-
ing, context–aware algorithms are proved to yield significant benefits in coping with estimation bias
in unbalanced problems, a point where CA is shown to be again significantly superior among the
proposed algorithms.
4.4 Online context–aware learning in brain–computer interface
The applicability and effectiveness of context–aware learning are demonstrated in an online–learning
problem from the field of brain–computer interaction (BCI). More specifically, we employ the binary
“BrainTree” speller described in Perdikis et al. (2014), which allows a user to type messages by means
of two control commands. A 2-class, motor imagery (MI) BCI translates processed brain activity
patterns monitored through electroencephalographic (EEG) signal into one of the two required
application control commands, as in Leeb et al. (2013). Such an application is ideal for demonstrating
the benefits of context–aware learning; on one hand, BCI is known to suffer from non-stationarity of
the extracted brain patterns, what degrades previously trained classifiers and calls for online classifier
learning (Milla´n, 2004). Yet, the latter has to be carried out in an unsupervised manner since data
labels cannot be retrieved during online BCI operation. Consequently, adaptive classifier training
in BCI is bound to suffer the known shortcomings of unsupervised learning. On the other hand, the
existence of a smart brain-actuated device in the control loop provides a natural candidate for the
extraction of contextual assistance. It is thus expected that context–aware learning, as proposed
in this work, could allow uninterrupted BCI spelling avoiding both the deficiencies of unsupervised
learning and the lengthy supervised retraining sessions.
Figure 12a (top) illustrates the speller’s graphical user interface (GUI), where characters are
arranged alphabetically. The vertical red cursor (“caret”) denotes the current position in this char-
acter bar, while the orange “bubble” surrounds currently available characters. Underneath, the user
observes a conventional MI BCI feedback, consisting of a green cursor extending left/right within
a feedback bar. Regarding the control paradigm, as soon as the user has identified the position
of the desired character relative to the “caret” (left/right), he/she employs the respective MI task
(e.g., imagination of right/left hand movement) to extend the feedback cursor towards the desired
side. The feedback cursor extends left/right according to the BCI’s classification outcome on two
brain patterns associated to the two MI tasks. As soon as the cursor has reached a threshold (blue
edges of the feedback bar), the “caret” moves towards this side and closer to the desired character.
The procedure is repeated until the desired character is the only one left within the orange bubble,
in which case the next movement will append it to the typed text area. A new typing round is
then initiated, where the orange “bubble” will surround again all available characters. This simple
GUI simplifies the speller’s underlying structure, where characters are the leaf nodes of a binary
tree (example on a reduced in Figure 12a, bottom). Thus, the caret’s position is simply the current
internal node and the orange “bubble” surrounds the leaf node characters belonging to the current
node’s two subtrees. Left/right BCI commands move the current node to the left/right child of the
current node. A new tree is generated after a character is typed, setting the “caret” to the root.
Effectively, in each typing round, each character is associated with a binary “codeword” of left/right
transitions.
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This underlying structure provides a straightforward mechanism for retrieving contextual as-
sistance through the speller and applying CA learning12. By modeling the desired character as
a contextual random variable c ∈ [a, b, . . . , z, space, backspace], according to the probabilistic label
definitions (Table 1), one only needs to know the priors p(c) and conditionals p(z|c) (where z ∈ [0, 1],
the MI class the user is employing). A trained Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM) language model
provides the priors p(c) for each typing round, based on the currently written prefix. Conditionals
p(z|c) are also easily extracted given the structure of the tree and knowledge on the current node
position, information which is always readily available. More specifically, p(z = j|c = k) = 1 holds
if the character k is a member of the subtree j ∈ [left, right] and p(z = j|c = k) = 0, otherwise.
A custom type of binary tree able to provide implicit probabilistic labels of high information
content, NE, is employed. Each node’s subtrees are arranged to obey as much as possible a 0.9/0.1
or 0.1/0.9 split of total character probability (the “heavy” subtree is reversed at each level of the tree
to avoid a “class–correlated” context situation), while still maintaining alphabetic ordering. This
results in a “mixed” context scenario, since the aforementioned split is not always possible given any
position in the tree and the current p(c). A small percentage of “wrong” context also exists, since
it is not guaranteed that the desired character is indeed a member of the “heavy”, most probable
subtree.
We devise a buffer approach for continuous, context–aware, online–learning of a BCI classifier,
modeled as a mixture of two multivariate, 6–dimensional normal distributions with common co-
variance matrix. Effectively, that is an LDA classifier. Six features capturing a subject’s spatially
distributed sensorimotor rhythms are extracted in a sliding window, twice per second (2 Hz). EM–
learning takes place in a buffer of the latest two minutes of data (240 feature vectors/samples).
Consecutive buffers are shifted by only 1 sample, thus a new, slightly updated classifier is used to
classify each incoming sample, reflecting the evolving brain patterns of the recent 2 minutes. The
spatio-spectral features extracted for each MI task are log-transformed and known to be approxi-
mately normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, 95% confidence interval).
We conduct spelling simulations using EEG MI data of 12 subjects recorded in the lab with a
conventional, 2-class BCI protocol described by Leeb et al. (2013). For simulated spelling with each
evaluated algorithm, each subject’s data are “played–back” in the order recorded; specifically, when
a subject would need to go right/left for reaching the desired character, the earliest samples of the
first/second (respectively) MI task not used thus far in the subject’s dataset are forwarded to the
adaptive BCI. For all subjects, a common subject–unspecific classifier is used as the initial point of
adaptation. The same spelling task of typing the words “nothing” and “portion” is repeated for the
supervised algorithm S (true data labels used), the CA case and the CA with ignorant context (noted
CAE, constant NE = 0). Automatic correction of erroneous commands is imposed, simulating the
hybrid correction mechanism that actual users could employ in the non-adaptive version of the
speller (Perdikis et al., 2014). Upon an erroneous command, the “heavy” side of the two subtrees
is reversed. The number of samples per class in each buffer is variable, depending on the variable
numbers of left/right commands within the last two minutes and of samples necessitated for each
command. Yet, since the average number of samples per command is much smaller than the buffer
size (240), and by reversing the “heavy” subtree’s side upon errors, no particular class–bias exists.
Classification accuracy improvement over CAE is expected for the CA case, mainly as a result
of its previously demonstrated superior estimation ability for increasing NE. Additionally, due to
the fact that limited number of EM iterations are allowed (as many as can be executed within 100
msec) to cope with the real–time demands of the application; the higher convergence rate of CA
for increasing NE is thus also expected to have a positive impact on classification accuracy. US
has been found to yield nearly chance–level accuracies for all subjects, as a result of considerably
compromised estimation precisions. This is reasonable since a large number of parameters needs
12. CA learning with unobserved context is applied, since the speller is unaware of the user’s desired character.
WCA is here inapplicable, first, because it requires observed context and, second, because in BrainTree, z (MI
task/desired direction of transition) depends on c (desired character), as in CA (Figure 1a).
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to be learned from only 240 samples in each consecutive buffer and only a few allowed iterations.
CAE is hereby tested as a slightly improved “surrogate” of US. This application resembles that of
Kindermans et al. (2012a,b). We calculate “balanced”, running 2–class classification accuracy in a
window of the latest minute (120 samples) of simulated BCI spelling, with a shift of 30 seconds (60
samples), a sort of prequential evaluation akin to online learning. Class unbalance is not particularly
intense, for the same reasons mentioned regarding the adaptation buffer. We nevertheless report
“balanced” accuracy BA to take into account any class–bias effects.
a b
Figure 12: (a) Graphical user interface of the BrainTree speller (top) and its underlying binary tree
structure. (b) Mean and standard deviation of balanced running classification accuracy
during the spelling tasks for each of the 12 subjects with supervised estimation S, as well
as algorithms CA and CAE. Red asterisks on top of CA bars denote statistical signifi-
cant difference with CAE (Wilcoxon ranksum test, α = 0.01). No statistical significant
differences between CA and S are found. The last triplet of bars illustrates the averages
across subjects.
Figure 12b shows the averages and standard deviations of running BA after the first minute of
spelling until the end of the spelling task. The large standard deviations even for S reflect the fact
that brain patterns are intensively non–stationary for all subjects. Yet, CA learning is shown to
quickly recover from the naive initial classifier, yielding similar BA to the supervised case, an overall
astonishing outcome. That holds for each subject individually, as well as for the average across
subjects. Classification results of CA are considerably better than those for the ignorant–context
CAE algorithm, which is close to chance level for most subjects. The case of subject s5, where
all algorithms perform similarly, was found to be due to intense instabilities of the generated brain
patterns. Furthermore, CAE for subject s3 demonstrates a class–inversion effect, which is attributed
to the fact that, although this subject is able to generate discriminant and fairly stable brain patterns,
algorithm CAE cannot escape the local maxima near the initialization point throughout the spelling
session. On the contrary, in the case of subject s8, initialization is coincidentally favourable, thus
CAE is only slightly and non-significantly inferior.
Overall, the above example showcases the possibility to intuitively apply context–aware parame-
ter estimation in real–world applications, involving tough classification and, possibly, online–learning
problems. The demonstrated combined benefits in EM–MLE parameter estimation (faster conver-
gence rate, suppression of unfavorable local maxima, less sensitivity to initialization, operation close
to the supervised case) yield a significantly improved classification outcome without explicit supervi-
sion or otherwise manual labour to collect data labels. Improvement is achieved despite the fact that
a non-ideal case of “mixed” and “wrong” context case is studied. In the particular application in
question, context–aware learning will allow users to communicate with a BCI-speller “on–demand”,
without the need of supervised retraining sessions (while achieving almost the same benefits of those)
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that severely limits the deployment of BCI in the assistive technology market and every–day life of
disabled individuals.
5. Summary and discussion
This work has presented a comparative analysis and in–depth study of the properties of maximum–
likelihood estimation algorithms for finite mixture models. These algorithms reflect an “atypical”
semi–supervised setting, ignoring the true data labels but exploiting a weaker type of supervision in
the form of implicitly extracted “soft” labels. The latter are derived through probabilistic context
modeling, where context is embedded into the model. Additional side–information results from
knowledge on the prior and conditional distributions relating context to the latent data. It is of
utmost importance to stress on the fact that the proposed framework, unlike most of the relevant
works discussed in Section 2, requires absolutely no explicit labeling of any kind. It is hence an
improved alternative of unsupervised learning, aside its obvious relation to methods that exploit
side-information.
The first contribution of this article regards the derivations of the proposed algorithms (Sec-
tion 3.1 and Appendix A), which, first, establish their soundness and non–heuristic nature and,
second, justify their property of “context–awareness”. The former offers a robust (and devoid of any
manual labeling need) alternative interpretation of such methods—recall that WCA has also been
derived in other settings by Coˆme et al. (2009); Bouveyron and Girard (2009). The latter allows
the definition of probabilistic labels to obtain a physical meaning in particular applications. These
derivations thus dictate which of the proposed algorithms should be employed, given the particular
structure of a learning problem (i.e., the relationship between context and latent class labels).
Another contribution entails revealing the two basic principles through which context–aware
EM–MLE is able to yield significant benefits across various metrics. The first principle, concern-
ing the estimation precision, regards the “distortion” of a context–assisted log–likelihood objective
function (in comparison to the regular unsupervised one) in a way that a local maximum close to
the supervised estimate is enhanced and the function’s values for the remaining parameter space (in-
cluding other local maxima) are suppressed. The chances of a context–aware algorithm to converge
closer to the supervised MLE are hence increased, while the importance of initialization diminishes.
The second principle, directly influencing standard errors and convergence rates (indirectly, also es-
timation precision), regards the partial elimination of missing label information through context as
a result of the applicability of the missing information principle. Through the above principles, we
have established experimentally and, wherever possible, also formally, two important points. First,
that the positive effects on all examined metrics are proportional to the information content of
the extracted instance–wise probabilistic labels. Second, that the proposed algorithms will perform
between the boundaries defined by the unsupervised and supervised equivalents of a given problem.
Demonstrating the applicability of the MIP makes our work the first one, among many inves-
tigating the effects of side–information in learning, to explain the experimentally derived benefits
from an information–theoretic perspective. Future work could enhance this line of research in vari-
ous directions, e.g., theoretically explaining the effects of imprecise additional information. It should
be noted that throughout this work we make the regular assumption that missing data (i.e., ground
truth labels) are “missing at random” (MAR), and thus, not correlated to the ground truth labels
or any other variable. This assumption is very common and EM algorithms are known to perform
reasonably well even in violation of it. Testing the effects of our algorithms in violation of the MAR
assumption presents another interesting avenue for future work.
An additional contribution of our work is the exhaustive experimental verification of the theoret-
ically expected benefits of context–aware algorithms by the results of simulation studies in different
estimation scenarios. It has been demonstrated that contextually assisted learning demonstrates
improved estimation precision, standard errors, convergence rates and classification/regression per-
formances for different numbers and types of mixtures and estimated parameters. Additionally, our
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results show that context–aware algorithms are able to alleviate class–bias in unbalanced problems.
We have showcased that all benefits are still evident and significant in problems with variable and
low contextual negentropy, or “wrong” context (when imprecise probabilistic labels are not domi-
nating). In all these situations, we have identified potential limitations of the proposed algorithms.
These conclusions are of great importance, as such problems are more likely to arise in practical
applications. Finally, our results support the fact that context–awareness is able to turn irregular,
non–converging problems into regular ones, which can also be expected by application of the first
operation principle.
A fourth contribution regards the conclusions of the comparative analysis of the context–aware
methods considered here. First of all, we have shown that method DCA achieves very biased
estimates for low contextual negentropy, while, on the other hand, converging immediately in a
single iteration. Disregarding bottom–up information derived from the observed samples to form
the expectations over the latent variables is thus shown to yield inferior estimation properties. The
superiority of CA over WCA as a result of removing missing information related to the mixing
coefficients has also been demonstrated, affecting all metrics considered here. CA is also shown to
be more effective in coping with class–bias.
Furthermore, the application of the CA algorithm in a tough, real–world, online–learning problem
proves both the broad applicability of context–aware learning as well as the fact that the aforemen-
tioned improvements, combined, yield improved MLE and as a result superior online classification
performance. Concerning general applicability, the tools discussed in this work (information matri-
ces) provide the potential user with the means to estimate the benefits of context–aware algorithms
and then compare them to the cost of retrieval to proceed with optimal application design. This pro-
vides an additional motivation for studying the benefits of context–aware learning against increasing
contextual information content.
The main limitation of the algorithms proposed here is their non–universal applicability. Indeed,
it is not guaranteed that for any application exploitable context exists, or that the cost of auto-
matically retrieving contextual assistance (at least, at the required degree of information content)
will be less than that of explicitly labeling data. However, it is evident by the provided real–world
example that rich context can be easily and cheaply acquired in a broad application spectrum. The
intuitiveness of probabilistic context modeling proposed here assists towards this direction.
Another criticism on this work could refer to a potential limitation of its applicability on FMMs.
First, it should be underlined that proving the generalization of our claims to all types of FMMs al-
ready accounts for extensive applicability of the presented algorithms; these models are in themselves
a very general tool, by virtue of the possibility to replace the mixture types, number of mixtures,
etc., to the ones suited to a particular problem. The demonstrated applicability of our algorithms to
the mixture–of–regressions scenario supports this claim. Furthermore, the principles of probabilistic
context modeling embedded to a graphical model and of derivation by standard EM methodology,
imply that similar benefits can be derived in more complex Bayesian networks. The only prerequisite
is ensuring that the contextual variables with which a probabilistic graph is augmented, allow addi-
tional information flow towards latent nodes. The proposed algorithms are thus only an example of
a broader class of algorithms that can be established.
The place of the proposed algorithms in the literature of learning with side–information should
be further discussed. A major distinction to the majority of methods mentioned in Section 2 is that
our framework does not need any kind of manual labeling, not even one that is “noisy”, uncertain,
derived through crowd-sourcing, or otherwise. We have further focused on four frameworks which are
the most generic and shown to be equivalent to each other (Ganchev et al., 2010). In Appendix B,
we have drawn the analogy of our algorithms to Posterior Regularization (PR) and acknowledged
that PR and similar frameworks are more generic and able to handle a larger variety of learning
problems, by avoiding the modeling restrictions imposed here. Yet, we have argued that our own
algorithms are, first, generic enough in themselves, more parsimonious, in that they require much
simpler derivations and formalizations, and, evidently, much more intuitive and better suited for a
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large variety of problems where side–information is easily represented probabilistically and can be
embedded into the model. These facts allowed us to naturally derive two different algorithms (CA,
WCA) and straightforwardly apply the MIP.
Concluding, our work has further established that the concept of context–awareness can play a
key role in model learning, beyond the scope of inference where it has been most commonly employed
so far. Future work could entail investigation of the effects context–aware learning might have in
Bayesian estimation, as well as how our conclusions generalize for models other than FMMs.
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Appendix A. Derivations of CA and WCA parameter estimation
We derive the expressions for the incomplete– and complete–data likelihoods, the E-step and the
probabilistic labels pi (Table 1) for methods CA and WCA through the directed graphs of Figure 1.
The joint distributions of the extended FMM graphical models of Figure 1 are:
CA→ p(xi, zi, ci) = p(ci)p(zi|ci)p(xi|zi) (6)
WCA→ p(xi, zi, ci) = p(zi)p(ci|zi)p(xi|zi) (7)
for CA and WCA, respectively. The joint distributions p(xi, ci) can be derived by marginalizing out
zi:
CA→ p(xi, ci) (6)= p(ci)
∑
zi
p(zi|ci)p(xi|zi) (8)
WCA→ p(xi, ci) (7)=
∑
zi
p(zi)p(ci|zi)p(xi|zi) (9)
and the distribution of xi conditioned on ci will be p(xi|ci) = p(xi, ci)/p(ci), thus:
CA→ p(xi|ci) (8)=
∑
zi
p(zi|ci)p(xi|zi) (10)
WCA→ p(xi|ci) (9)=
∑
zi
p(zi)
p(ci|zi)
p(ci)
p(xi|zi) (11)
while, for CA with unobserved ci, p(xi) =
∑
ci
p(xi, ci), so from Equation 8:
CA→ p(xi) (8)=
∑
ci
p(ci)
∑
zi
p(zi|ci)p(xi|zi) =
∑
zi
p(xi|zi)
∑
ci
p(ci)p(zi|ci) (12)
By conditioning on ci (when observed) or marginalizing it out (latent) in Equations 6 and 7, we
obtain:
CA, observed ci → p(xi, zi|ci) (6)= p(zi|ci)p(xi|zi) (13)
WCA, observed ci → p(xi, zi|ci) (7)= p(zi)p(ci|zi)
p(ci)
p(xi|zi) (14)
CA, latent ci → p(xi, zi) (6)= [
∑
ci
p(zi|ci)p(ci)]p(xi|zi) (15)
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At this point, we proceed with the following definitions of probabilistic labels pi = {pi1, . . . , pij , . . . , piM}:
CA, latent ci → pi =
∑
ci
p(ci)p(zi|ci) (16)
CA, observed ci → pi = p(zi|ci) (17)
WCA, observed ci → pi = p(ci|zi)
p(ci)
(18)
Therefore, the definition of probabilistic labels through context requires in the CA case known
distributions p(zi|ci) if ci is observed and additionally known prior p(ci) if ci is latent. In the
WCA case ci should be observed (otherwise p(xi) reduces to the normal US case and no additional
information exists) and known priors p(ci) and conditionals p(ci|zi). Note that without loss of
generality ci are assumed to be discrete random variables. In the continuous case summation over
ci should be replaced by integration.
The incomplete–data likelihood can be derived as
∏N
i=1 p(xi) or
∏N
i=1 p(xi|ci) for latent and
observed ci, respectively. Replacing definitions 16-18 into Equations 10, 11 and 12, and p(xi|zi) =
fj(xi|θj), one obtains the incomplete–data likelihoods:
CA→ L(θ) =
N∏
i=1
M∑
j=1
pijfj(xi;θj) (19)
WCA→ L(θ) =
N∏
i=1
M∑
j=1
pijpijfj(xi;θj) (20)
and the logarithm of these expressions leads to the incomplete–data log–likelihoods of Table 1 for
both methods.
We now proceed with the extraction of the complete–data log-likelihoods for the three cases
under consideration. For CA with observed ci, from Equations 17 and 19 and introducing indicator
variables zij as in Equation 2:
CA, observed ci → Lc =
N∏
i=1
M∏
j=1
[p(zi|ci)p(xi|zi)]zij ⇒
logLc =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log(p(zi|ci)p(xi|zi)) =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log(p(zi|ci)) +
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log(p(xi|zi)) =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log pij +
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log(fj(xi;θj))
(21)
and taking the expectation Eθˆ{logLc} yields the expected complete–data log–likelihood for CA:
Q(θ, θˆk) =
N∑
i
M∑
j
Eθˆk{zij}logpij +
N∑
i
M∑
j
Eθˆk{zij}log(fj(xi,θj)) (22)
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Similarly, for the WCA case, from Equations 18 and 20 using the same trick of indicator variables:
WCA, observed ci → Lc =
N∏
i=1
M∏
j=1
[
p(ci|zi)
p(ci)
p(zi)p(xi|zi)]zij ⇒
logLc =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log(
p(ci|zi)
p(ci)
p(zi)p(xi|zi)) =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log(
p(ci|zi)
p(ci)
p(zi)) +
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log(p(xi|zi)) =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log(pijpij) +
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log(fj(xi;θj))
(23)
and taking again the expectation of logLc yields the expression of the expected complete–data
log-likelihood for WCA:
Q(θ, θˆk) =
N∑
i
M∑
j
Eθˆk{zij}log(pijpij) +
N∑
i
M∑
j
Eθˆk{zij}log(fj(xi,θj)) (24)
In the same manner, from Equation 19 with the definition 16:
CA, latent ci → Lc =
N∏
i=1
M∏
j=1
[[
L∑
l=1
p(ci)p(zi|ci)]p(xi|zi)]zij ⇒
logLc =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log([
L∑
l=1
p(ci)p(zi|ci)]p(xi|zi)) =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log(
L∑
l=1
p(ci)p(zi|ci)) +
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log(p(xi|zi)) =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log pij +
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log(fj(xi;θj))
(25)
and the same form of CA complete–data log-likelihood is derived as for the case of observed ci in
Equation 22. Expressions 22 and 24 can be also thought to emerge from Equations 13–15 through∏N
i=1
∏M
j=1[p(xi, zi)]
zij (latent ci) or
∏N
i=1
∏M
j=1[p(xi, zi|ci)]zij (observed ci).
To complete the derivations in Table 1, the formulations for the E–step are based on the extraction
of distributions p(zi|xi) (latent ci) or p(zi|xi, ci) (observed ci), following from simple manipulations
from the joint distributions in Equations 6 and 7 and replacing the definitions 16–18:
CA, observed ci → p(zi|xi, ci) = p(zi,xi|ci)
p(xi|ci)
(13)
=
(10)
p(zi|ci)p(xi|zi)∑
zi
p(zi|ci)p(xi|zi) ⇒
Eθˆ{zij} = p(zi = j|xi, ci) =
pijfj(xi;θj)∑M
m=1 pimfm(xi;θm)
(26)
Similarly, for the WCA case:
WCA, observed ci → p(zi|xi, ci) = p(zi,xi|ci)
p(xi|ci)
(14)
=
(11)
p(ci|zi)
p(ci)
p(zi)p(xi|zi)∑
zi
p(ci|zi)
p(ci)
p(zi)p(xi|zi)
⇒
Eθˆ{zij} = p(zi = j|xi, ci) =
pijpijfj(xi;θj)∑M
m=1 pimpijfm(xi;θm)
(27)
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and, finally for CA with latent ci:
CA, latent ci → p(zi|xi) = p(zi,xi)
p(xi)
(15)
=
(12)
[
∑
ci
p(zi|ci)p(ci)]p(xi|zi)∑
zi
[
∑
ci
p(zi|ci)p(ci)]p(xi|zi) ⇒
Eθˆ{zij} = p(zi = j|xi) =
pijfj(xi;θj)∑M
m=1 pimfm(xi;θm)
(28)
where it holds that Eθˆ{zij} = 1 ∗ p(zi|xi) + 0 ∗ p(zi 6= j|xi) = p(zi|xi) and similarly when ci is
observed.
All quantities in Table 1 (as well as the expected complete–data log–likelihoods) can be thus
justified by means of the graphical models of Figure 1. It should be underlined that the probabilistic
labels of WCA in definition 18 do not fulfill the requirement of being a probability distribution over
zi (
∑M
j=1 pij = 1,∀i and pij ≤ 1). However, the normalized labels p′ij = pij/
∑M
j=1 pij fulfill the
above requirement and require no extra information to be computed. It is easy to see that this
transformation leaves the E–step unaffected and simply leverages the log–likelihood functions by a
constant term, thus leaving the parameter estimation properties unaffected.
We proceed by proving that CA EM estimation will monotonically increase the respective
incomplete–data log–likelihood logL at each EM iteration. We follow the same arguments as in
McLachlan and Krishnan (2008, chap. 3.2). A similar proof for the WCA case is given in Coˆme
et al. (2009).
Proof The incomplete–data log–likelihood logL of Equation 19 equals the difference of the complete–
data log–likelihood and the log–likelihood of the missing data zi given the observed data xi (and ci
if it is observed) p(zi|xi) or p(zi|xi, ci). In both cases, from Equations 26 and 28, the latter term
takes the form
∑N
i=1
∑M
j=1 zij log(
pijfj(xi|θj)∑M
m=1 pimfm(xi|θm)
), so from this result and Equation 21:
logL = logLc − log(p(Z|X)) =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log(pijfj(xi|θj))−
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
zij log(
pijfj(xi|θˆj)∑M
m=1 pimfm(xi|θˆm)
)
(29)
The relation holds for the expectations of these two terms, thus:
logL = Eθˆ{logLc} − Eθˆ{log(p(Z|X))} =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
Eθˆ{zij} log(pijfj(xi|θj))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q(θ,θˆ)
−
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
Eθˆ{zij} log(
pijfj(xi|θˆj)∑M
m=1 pimfm(xi|θˆm)
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
H(θ,θˆ)
(30)
Note, that since the expectation is as in Equation 26, the term H(θ, θˆ) is the entropy of the latent
data. Between two iterations of the algorithm, the difference of the incomplete–data log–likelihood
(where the result of the respective M–step replaces θ) logL(θˆk+1)− logL(θˆk) will be:
logL(θˆk+1)− logL(θˆk) =
{Q(θˆk+1, θˆk)−Q(θˆk, θˆk)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
−{H(θˆk+1, θˆk)−H(θˆk, θˆk)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
(31)
As a result of analytically maximizing Q(θ, θˆ) at the M–step, it holds that A ≥ 0, where equality
will hold when the previous estimate θˆ is already a maximum of Q. It remains to show that B ≤ 0,
so that −B ≥ 0 and the difference of the consecutive incomplete–data log–likelihood values will be
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positive (or 0):
B = H(θˆk+1, θˆk)−H(θˆk, θˆk) (26,28)=
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
pijfj(xi|θˆkj )∑M
m=1 pimfm(xi|θˆkm)
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
tkij
log(
pijfj(xi|θˆk+1j )∑M
m=1 pimfm(xi|θˆk+1m )
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
tk+1ij
−
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
pijfj(xi|θˆkj )∑M
m=1 pimfm(xi|θˆkm)
log(
pijfj(xi|θˆkj )∑M
m=1 pimfm(xi|θˆkm)
) =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
tkij log(t
k+1
ij )−
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
tkij log(t
k
ij) =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
tkij log(
tk+1ij
tkij
) ≤ 0
(32)
where the last result is due to Gibb’s inequality. Hence −B ≥ 0 and the proof is concluded.
Appendix B. Relation to Posterior Regularization
Ganchev et al. (2010, Section 4) have shown that all methods so far proposed to exploit side–
information in the form of generic constraints (see Section 2) are equivalent under certain as-
sumptions. It hence suffices to discuss the relation of our framework to that of Posterior Reg-
ularization (PR). For the purpose of comparing these algorithms to PR, it is beneficial to for-
mulate the same class of algorithms from the alternative, maximization–maximization viewpoint
(Bishop, 2006, Chap. 9.4). In this case, the marginal log–likelihood logp(X|θ), is decomposed as:
logp(X|θ) = L(q,θ) +KL(q||p), where, L(q,θ) =∑Z q(Z)log{p(X,Z|θ)q(Z) } a functional of some distri-
bution q(Z) and KL(q||p) = −∑Z q(Z)log{p(Z|X,θ)q(Z) } a Kullback–Leibler divergence between q(Z)
and the posterior distribution p = p(Z|X,θ). The EM algorithm then consists of two consecutive
maximization steps. First, the term KL(q||p) is maximized over q, resulting in q(Z) = p(Z|X,θ)
(KL divergence is zero when q = p). Then, the functional L(q,θ) is maximized over θ after hav-
ing replaced the q(Z) found in the first step, providing a new estimate θˆ. This alternative EM
presentation will lead to the exact same formulations of our algorithms summarized in Table 1.
On the contrary, PR proceeds by constraining the distribution q(Z) so that expectations Eq{φ(X,Z)}
of constraint features external to the model, φ(X,Z), are respected. Formally, the constraint poste-
rior set Q = {q(Z) : Eq{φ(X,Z)} ≤ b} is imposed. In order to derive one of the proposed algorithms
in the PR setting, one has to derive the same q(Z) emerging in our own corresponding formulation
(E–step). Noting the distribution of the derived probabilistic labels as P ′, the DCA algorithm is
derived in the PR framework by directly restricting Q = P ′. For CA and WCA, one might note that
the final q(Z) could be derived by maximizing in the first step the sum KL(q||p(Z|X)) +KL(q||p′)
over q, i.e., by augmenting the objective function with an extra Kullback–Leibler divergence term
related to the contextual posteriors. More specifically, this augmentation can be achieved by con-
sidering instance–wise, external constraint features φ(X,Z) that enforce agreement between the
model–based posteriors p(Z|X) (what has been hereby called bottom–up information) and context–
based (top–down) posteriors pi. To this end, the same definition of constraint features used in
Equation 20 and the objective definition of Equation 3 in Ganchev et al. (2010) can be used13. For
the case of CA, it should be additionally assumed that the model–based priors are uniform, which
effectively cancels out the mixing coefficients pij in the resulting q(Z) distribution for this algorithm.
13. Concerning this objective, we set σ = 1 and replace the norm ‖.‖β with KL divergence. As thereby noted by the
authors, this replacement is allowed since KL divergence is a convex penalty function.
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All algorithms proposed here can be hence also formulated in the PR framework. Such practical
equivalence notwithstanding, the two frameworks are not conceptually interchangeable, with several
reasons contending in favour of the one proposed here. First, the two basic features distinguishing our
framework from PR, namely, the strictly probabilistic representation of contextual information and
the direct embedding of side–information into a graphical model’s structure, offer a very intuitive
and straightforward modeling perspective. This is clear in the exemplary application provided.
Conversely, we argue that passing through unintuitive definitions of complex external features can
render the applicability of PR less straightforward for many applications. Second, our framework
brings naturally forward two different algorithms (each depending in a different structure of the
graph) using the standard EM methodology. In order to get the same formulations in PR, further
unintuitive assumptions for CA are needed. Third, the optimization procedure in our case follows
standard, simple reasoning and avoids sophisticated optimization tools like Langrangian duality.
Fourth, as noted by Ganchev et al. (2010), in the PR derivation it is evident that the standard
model likelihood is traded-off with satisfaction of constraint feature expectations; yet, in our own
derivation, it is explicitly shown that an augmented model’s likelihood is exactly optimized14. Last,
but not least, our formulation makes the applicability of the missing information principle more
profound.
Concluding, PR and similar frameworks are more generic devices, allowing one to exploit types
of side–information beyond the specific limitations imposed here. However, our own framework is
comparatively more intuitive and parsimonious from both modeling and derivation perspectives,
and, thus, easier applicable in a wide range of applications, where adopting PR can be viewed as an
unnecessary complexification.
Appendix C. Effects of contextual negentropy on observed information
matrices of finite mixture models
We hereby formally substantiate the effects observed in Section 4.2 for the general case of any FMM.
In the following proofs we assume that only contextual negentropy NE can be varied and that all
context–aware methods converge to the same MLE θˆ, applied on the same dataset X. In Section 4.1
we have shown that given “correct” context, identical estimation problems with different NE will
indeed have a common local maximum very close to the supervised MLE.
Proposition Let Ic be the expected complete–data observed information matrix of any finite
mixture model with parameters θ evaluated at θˆ for any of the context–aware EM algorithms in
Table 1 with contextual negentropy NE. For given observed data X of cardinality N , matrices Ic
for different NE will be equal.
Proof In the general case of a FMM of M arbitrary mixtures, the estimated parameters consist
of M − 1 mixture coefficients pij , j ∈ [1,M − 1] and M × P internal mixture parameters θkp , p ∈
[1, P ], k ∈ [1,M ], where superscript k reflects that a parameter belongs to the kth mixture, yielding
a total of W = M × (P + 1)− 1 estimated parameters θkl , l ∈ [1,W ].
Matrix Ic is a W ×W symmetric matrix, where each element I l1,l2c , l1, l2 ∈ [1,W ] is derived by
definition as I l1,l2c = Eθˆ{− ∂
2logLc
∂θl1∂θl2
} where logLc the complete–data log–likelihood of the respective
estimation method. We study separately the cases that can occur for any given combination θl1 , θl2 .
Recall that different NE levels only affect the E–step and thus operate on the information matrix
only by altering the expectations Eθˆ{zij}, which from now on are denoted as z¯ij .
For any FMM with M mixtures, it holds through the definition that:
Ipij ,piqc =

∑N
i=1 z¯ij
pˆi2j
+
N−∑Ni=1∑M−1k=1 z¯ik
(1−∑M−1k=1 pˆik)2 , j = q
N−∑Ni=1∑M−1k=1 z¯ik
(1−∑M−1k=1 pˆik)2 , j 6= q
(33)
14. Section 4.1 shows that the “distortion” of the CA,WCA likelihoods (compared to US) is favourable.
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Since at the common evaluation point θˆ it holds from the M–step that pˆij =
∑N
i=1 z¯ij
N ,∀j, for any
NE, replacing the quantity
∑N
i=1 z¯ij = Npˆij ,∀j in Equation 33, the evaluation of Ipij ,piqc yields:
Ipij ,piqc =

N
pˆij
+ N
1−∑M−1k=1 pˆik , j = q
N
1−∑M−1k=1 pˆik , j 6= q
(34)
Furthermore, all elements of matrix Ic of the form I
pij ,θ
k
p
c ,∀j, p, k or Iθ
m
p ,θ
k
p
c ,∀p, k 6= m will be 0,
since they appear in separate linear terms of logLc. It is thus shown that the majority of elements of
Ic will be constant or always 0 irrespectively of NE (thus also constant). Regarding the Ic elements
related to parameters belonging in the same mixture k, I
θkp ,θ
k
q
c , either for diagonal elements (p = q)
or non–diagonal (p 6= q), the general formulation as derived by the definition is:
I
θkp ,θ
k
q
c =
N∑
i=1
z¯ik
∂2logfk(xi;θ
k)
∂θkp∂θ
k
q
(35)
Depending on the particular type of the mixture’s probability density function form and the
parameters θkp , θ
k
q , the quantities
∂2logfk(xi;θ
k)
∂θkp∂θ
k
q
can be either 0 (thus constant) or dependent only on
some (or all) of the mixture’s parameters and independent of the observed data X. In the latter
case, the constant (upon evaluation at a common θˆ for all NE) across all i–s quantity can be moved
outside the summation over i and the same argument as in Equation 33 can be employed to yield
the same matrix element value irrespectively of NE. In the general case, however, this quantity will
be non–zero and dependent on both the mixture’s parameters and the observed data X. Note that
every Ic matrix element (including the ones considered above) is a special condition of this general
form.
For the general case, we can prove a more general result in terms of the expected rather than
the observed information. The quantity in the sum of Equation 35 for some x can be written as
p(x|z=k)
p(x) g(x,θ
k), where z¯k = p(z = k|x) = p(x|z=k)p(x) and g(x,θk) = ∂
2logfk(xi;θ
k)
∂θkp∂θ
k
q
, hence the expected
value of this function (of the observed random variable x) with respect to x is:∫
X
p(x|z = k)
p(x)
g(x)p(x)dx =
∫
X
g(x)fk(x,θ
k)dx = EX|Z=k{g(x)} = const. (36)
where this expectation is independent of the posteriors p(z = k|x) (which is the sole entity affected
by context) and constant as long as p(x|z = k) = fk(x,θk) is the same for different NE values.
The latter condition holds when all methods converge to the same MLE in general, as assumed here.
Consequently, the observed information can be approximated through the expected information as
NEX|Z=k{g(x)} given large enough N .
We hereafter show that the missing information matrix Im vanishes to the zero matrix as con-
textual negentropy NE approaches 1, and the probabilistic labels tend towards the ground truth
data labels.
Proposition Let Im be the observed missing information matrix of any finite mixture model with
parameters θ evaluated at θˆ for any of the context–aware EM algorithms in Table 1 with contextual
negentropy NE. For given observed data X of cardinality N , matrices Im tend to the zero matrix
as NE → 1.
Proof Matrix Im is a W ×W symmetric matrix , where each element I l1,l2m , l1, l2 ∈ [1,W ] is derived
as I l1,l2m = Covθˆ{∂logLc∂θl1 ,
∂logLc
∂θl2
} using one of alternative definitions, where logLc the complete–data
log–likelihood of the respective estimation method as summarized in Table 1. Matrix Im is thus
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defined as the variance–covariance of the complete–data score (vector of first order derivatives of
the complete–data log–likelihood). Note that matrices Ic, Im have the same structure for a given
estimation problem, since the latter depends only on the number and type of parameters estimated.
We again study separately the cases that can occur for the combinations of θl1 , θl2 :
Ipij ,pijm = Var{
∑N
i=1 zij
pˆij
−
∑N
i=1 ziM
pˆiM
} =∑N
i=1 z¯ij(1− z¯ij)
pˆi2j
+
2
∑N
i=1 z¯ij z¯iM
pˆij pˆiM
+
∑N
i=1 z¯iM (1− z¯iM )
pˆi2M
(37)
Ipij ,pikm = Cov{
∑N
i=1 zij
pˆij
−
∑N
i=1 ziM
pˆiM
,
∑N
i=1 zik
pˆik
−
∑N
i=1 ziM
pˆiM
} =∑N
i=1 z¯ij z¯ik
pˆij pˆik
−
∑N
i=1 z¯ij z¯iM
pˆij pˆiM
−
∑N
i=1 z¯ikz¯iM
pˆikpˆiM
+
∑N
i=1 z¯iM (1− z¯iM )
pˆi2M
(38)
I
pij ,θ
k
p
m = Cov{
∑N
i=1 zij
pˆij
−
∑N
i=1 ziM
pˆiM
,
N∑
i=1
zik
∂
∂θkp
(log fk(xi;θ
k))} =
=
−
∑N
i=1 b
2
k,p(xi)z¯ij z¯ik
pˆij
+
∑N
i=1 b
2
k,p(xi)z¯iM z¯ik
pˆiM
, j 6= k∑N
i=1 b
2
j,p(xi)z¯ij(1−z¯ik)
pˆij
+
∑N
i=1 b
2
j,p(xi)z¯ij z¯iM
pˆiM
, j = k
(39)
I
θjp,θ
k
q
m = Cov{
N∑
i=1
zij
∂
∂θjp
(log fj(xi;θ
j)),
N∑
i=1
zik
∂
∂θkq
(log fk(xi;θ
k))} =
=
{
−∑Ni=1 b2j,p(xi)b2k,q(xi)z¯ij z¯ik , j 6= k, ∀p, q∑N
i=1 b
2
j,p(xi)b
2
j,q(xi)z¯ij(1− z¯ij) , j = k, ∀p, q
(40)
where we have replaced for brevity: bj,p(xi) =
∂
∂θjp
(log fj(xi;θ
j)). Expressions 37– 40 follow directly
from the definition through simple manipulations, employing known properties of the variance and
covariance operators—specifically, the properties concerning the (co)variance of sums and linear
combinations of random variables and the definitions of (co)variance in terms of expectations—
as well as the following facts that hold for random indicator variables zij : (a) Var{zij , zlk} =
Cov{zij , zlk} = 0,∀k, j if l 6= i because of the iid assumption in FMMs. (b) E{z2ij} = E{zij},
because z2ij = zij , since zij ∈ {0, 1} and (c) E{zijzik} = 0 if j 6= k, because zijzik = 0 for j 6= k
since when zij = 1⇒ zik = 0 and vice–versa.
Note that all matrix elements of Im are made of terms containing summations of the form z¯ij z¯ik
or z¯ij(1 − z¯ij). At NE = 1 (where the problem reduces to supervised learning since probabilistic
labels become deterministic) it holds that z¯ij = 1 for some j and z¯ik = 0, ∀k 6= j, thus also 1−z¯ij = 0.
Consequently, all summations and, as a result, all elements of matrix Im will be 0 at NE = 1.
Furthermore, it is easy to see that, with evaluation at the same θˆ for the same dataset X which
renders quantities bj,p(xi) and fj(xi;θ
j) invariant to NE, products z¯ij z¯ik and z¯ij(1− z¯ij) degrade
as NE is increased (recall that increasing NE—with “correct” context—yields higher value of prob-
abilistic label pij if yj = 1 and lower otherwise). That holds through the definition of the E–step
for context–aware methods, because z¯1ij < z¯
2
ij , 1− z¯1ij > 1− z¯2ij if yj = 1 and z¯1ik ≥ z¯2ik if yk = 0, for
NE1 < NE2
15. As a result, the absolute value of all Im matrix elements degrades with increasing
15. These statements hold exactly for the WCA case. For the CA method, it only holds for samples xi where pij > pˆij
when yj = 1. However, it is reasonable to expect that, especially as NE is increased, the probabilistic label is
more informative than the prior pˆij . Furthermore, this condition holds exactly when uninformative (uniform)
priors are employed.
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NE16.
Appendix D. Generation of actual and initial FMM distributions for
simulations with artificial data
Scenarios involving mixtures of univariate normal distributions. Actual distributions:
Mean µ1 ∈ [0, 1], standard deviation for mixture j, sj ∈ [0.1, 0.6], means µ2,3 analytically computed
so that the corresponding mixture j = 2, 3 exhibits separability with mixture j−1 of SKL ∈ [0.1, 3]
(two-mixture problems) or SKL ∈ [3, 20] (three-mixture problems). Initialization: standard devia-
tion initialization for each mixture j, sˆ0j ∈ [0.1, 0.6], mean initialization for mixture j, µˆ0j , analytically
computed so that the corresponding initial mixture j exhibits separability with the actual mixture
j of IKL ∈ [0.1, 3] (two-mixture problems) or IKL ∈ [0.1, 1] (three-mixture problems).
Scenario involving two mixtures of multivariate normal distributions. Actual distribu-
tions: elements k of mean vector µ1, µ1k ∈ [0, 1], elements k of mean vector µ2, µ2k, analytically
computed so that mixture j = 2 exhibits separability with mixture j = 1 of SKL ∈ [0.1, 3], co-
variance matrix for mixture j, Σj , as random symmetric matrix with all eigenvalues λk drawn from
uniform distributions λk ∈ [0, 0.5] (positive semi-definite). Initialization: covariance matrix for mix-
ture j, Σˆ0j as random symmetric matrix with all eigenvalues λk drawn from uniform distributions
λk ∈ [0, 0.5], elements k of mean vector for mixture j, µˆ0j , µˆjk analytically computed so that the
corresponding initial mixture exhibits separability with actual mixture j, IKL ∈ [0.1, 3].
Scenario involving two mixtures of Maxwell–Boltzmann distributions. Actual distribu-
tions: Distribution parameter α1 ∈ [1, 6], distribution parameter α2 analytically computed so that
the corresponding mixture exhibits separability with mixture j = 1, SKL ∈ [0.1, 3]. Initialization:
Distribution parameter αˆj of mixture j, analytically computed so that the corresponding initial
mixture exhibits separability with the actual mixture j, IKL ∈ [0.1, 3].
Scenario involving two mixtures of univariate, first-order linear regression models.
Actual distributions: Zero-order regression coefficient (intercept) of mixture j, βj0 ∈ [−1, 1], first-
order regression coefficient (slope) of mixture j, βj1 = tan(θj), where θj ∈ [−pi3 , pi3 ], error term
(noise) of mixture j, j ∈ [0.5, 2]. Initialization: Identically to actual distributions, no “separability”
safeguards taken.
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